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From the President
Robin Webster OBE PRIAS

From the President of the RIAS

We all have to reduce our
carbon footprint

Working with you to deliver
outstanding results on every project.
To find out more call us on

Mozolowski & Murray

0345 050 5440

Conservatory Design Centre
57 Comiston Road Edinburgh EH10 6AG
Open 7 days, Monday to Friday 10am to 5pm,
Saturday and Sunday 10am to 4pm

Visit our design centre
or request a brochure.
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The Climate Emergency is a huge threat to humanity, yet as I

require virgin land to be sold at a price for agriculture rather

“The construction

write this at the end of November, it does not appear to be a

than at an inflated price due to its planning zoning has been

industry is

very significant electoral issue in many people’s minds, and

defeated at Holyrood, but I hope he can reintroduce it and

something that

other matters such as Brexit appear to be more important

get more support, as land ownership is at the heart of the

is recognised as

to the electorate. I believe however that architects can see

housing crisis.

being currently
very wasteful: a

the serious implications clearly, and that we can lead the

I have had a very positive meeting with Zero Waste

construction industry in creating carbon zero buildings:

Scotland recently who are keen to work with the RIAS,

cursory glance at

some firms are already committed to doing this and say they

and are already committed to sponsoring an award. The

the contents of a

will only design carbon neutral buildings in the future. I hope

construction industry is something that is recognised

skip confirms this,

all architects will review their practice and ask themselves

as being currently very wasteful: a cursory glance at the

and architects as

if they could adopt a similar policy, and at the very least

contents of a skip confirms this, and architects as specifiers

specifiers share

take the trouble to measure their own carbon footprint and

share the responsibility for this state of affairs. The office

the responsibility

that of their designs. (My own carbon footprint is still too

and shop refit business and domestic refurbishment projects

for this state of

large in spite of my efforts to reduce it, and I acknowledge I

are particularly culpable: plasterboard is never recyclable,

affairs.”

personally need to do more.)

and often relatively new fittings are thrown away. I believe

I attended an inspiring conference at Findhorn, organised

the RIAS could carry out some research on what is typically

by the Inverness (Highlands and Islands) Chapter, at which

being discarded and what alternatives are available, and I

Neil Sutherland of Makar spoke about his experience in

will be following this up. I would welcome any ideas about

building prefabricated high performance low carbon timber

how the situation could be improved.

houses, and Ben Addy of Moxon Architects showed that a

I look forward to 2020 being a year in which architects

rural practice did not need to be confined to rural buildings,

individually and the profession as a whole show by example

and was very clear about the significant reduction of carbon

how we can address the Climate Emergency. I would

promised by HS2 compared to alternative methods of travel.

encourage us all in doing this to create healthy, beautiful

Another excellent conference was organised by SEDA in

buildings and places in Scotland that will be built to last.

memory of Howard Liddell in Edinburgh this month, at which
Fionn Stevenson spoke about post occupancy evaluation, (I
recommend her recent book Housing Fit for Purpose which
is reviewed in this issue on page 66) and Andy Wightman
MSP confirmed the role of land ownership in maintaining

Robin Webster OBE PRIAS

the high cost of housing development. His proposed bill to

President, RIAS
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From the Guest Editor
Chris Stewart RIAS RIBA

NEW top performing energy efficient
neo Advance rooflight

neo

Advance
From the Guest Editor, Chris Stewart

Change to emergency
Climate Emergency seems to have become a series of

will require us to work closely with various stake- holders,

Over the last few

procrastinating dates. Deadly serious but just far enough

groups and society, this months edition of the Quarterly

years Crumble

away for us to think we can sit on our hands a little bit

explores some of the areas where we have to force change.

magazine has

Change in Policy, how can we set ourselves goals.

Club of Rome presented their climate emergency plan in

Change with Nature and how we live. Understand that we

independent

2018, the Scottish Parliament declared an emergency in April

need to change how we work and how our industry is organ-

student voice

2019, the first country to do so, followed by the UK in May,

ised. Celebrate our unique Sustainability Accreditation and

to Scotland’s

the Pope and the RIBA in June, the RIAS in October and the

update the architectural cur- riculum. Change our approach

architectural

EU in November. The United Nations state we ‘could’ have

to the built environment and how we make place. Help our

world. The RIAS

just 11 years left to limit a climate change catastrophe.

our cities, our country, our society and our planet meet the

is delighted that

Net Zero Carbon targets which have been set.

those who will

The Oxford Dictionary chose climate emergency as the

Our patented thermal shield design blocks heat passing through
the aluminium frame
•

Achieves whole window U-value of 1.06 W/m– K for a double glazed rooflight

•

No condensation and mould problems thanks to our unique thermal shield
technology

2

•

Free from unsightly fixings inside and out

•

Aluminium frame is ideal for coastal locations

Choose from 7 neo Advance flat standard sizes up to 3 x 1 metres
™

Visit: www.therooflightcompany.co.uk | Email: enquiries@therooflightcompany.co.uk | Tel: 01993 833155

brought an

longer. The term has been bandied about since 2009, the

shape our future

word of the year defined as “a situation in which urgent

Part of everyone’s approach to Climate Emergency will

action is required to reduce or halt climate change and

be a close look at what they do today. Making a change from

have collaborated

avoid

damage

the standard presidents report, each have honestly tracked

with us to help

resulting from it.” The method to mea- sure our slow moving

their carbon footprint over the last few months. What

produce this

emergency has become Net Zero Carbon, typically in decade

happens beyond today and past 2030, 2045, 2050 will be a

edition of the

round numbers. In the main by ending our reliance on fossil

matter for the architects of the future. We are de- lighted

Quarterly,

fuels while increasing our use of clean renewable energy and

to incorporate contributions from Crumble magazine and

through the

rethinking land use. What does all this mean to a profession

student membership of the Sustainable Working Group, to

graphics of Cécile

needing to reassert itself in its industry.

this winter edition of the Quarterly Magazine 2019 and help

Ngoc Suong

lead us into 2020.

Perdu and their

potentially

irreversible

environmental

The RIAS has recently established the Sustainability

article ‘moment

Working Group to address these complex issues. Our remit

Please support the RIAS Sustainability Working Group

is not to reinvent any wheel but bring together the various

through your chapters, through your work, through

movement’ by the

strands and knowledge that exists to help our membership

yourselves and we will work together to face the challenges

Crumble editors.

find a path. We are fortu- nate that we can build on the

ahead. We hope you enjoy the magazine.

pioneering work carried out by the RIAS pre climate

Chris Stewart RIAS RIBA

emergency and establish ourselves within the Construction

Collective Architecture

Industry as a well rounded essential source of expertise. This

Designed and built in Oxfordshire
RIAS Quarterly Issue 40 Winter 2019/2020
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3x 16-person bespoke scenic
passenger/goods lifts by Stannah

RIAS Convention 2019

Family owned and managed for over 150 years, we are
proud to have a large dedicated team of lift expertise
in Scotland, growing year on year.
We help architects and building professionals to bring
their visions to life. We move people and goods safely
and efficiently, making life a little smoother every day.
Our escalators assist shoppers, our bespoke lifts
speed train travellers and our goods and service lifts
are invaluable in Scotland’s finest eateries, coffee
hubs and bars.
We thrive on the challenges of heritage projects and
are passionate about our abilities to work our magic
on historic lifts in need of meeting today’s exacting
standards, whilst retaining their period style.

RIAS Convention

Climate of Opinion

4th October 2019

Get to know us a little better…
Call us on: 0141 266 0025
Search ‘Scotland’ at: www.stannahlifts.co.uk
45 Carlyle Avenue, Hillington Industrial Estate, Glasgow G52 4XX

Meet the family

Above

The 2019 RIAS Convention took “Climate of Opinion” as its

was a thoughtful exploration of design as critical thinking

RIAS Convention

theme, and following a welcome from RIAS President Robin

and problem solving. After setting the scene with her

© Malcolm Cochrane

Webster and EAA President Ben Rainger, Scott McAulay of

inspirations, ranging from psychologist Martin Seligman

the Anthropocene Architecture School opened with a rapid

to architectural theorist Manfredo Tafuri, she described her

overview of climate change and how it has spiralled into an

way of working.

emergency.

Jones’ projects, such as offices for the service design

Scott’s urgency was a challenge to everyone in the room

agency Fjord, began with an existing building treated as

and set the agenda for the day. Beyond reinforcing the need

a blank canvas. Challenging the client’s brief, questioning

to take action, it also suggests that the RIAS Convention can

whether they actually need what they say they do, was a

be a gathering where important issues are debated, ideas are

vital part of the briefing process. She rounded off by making

provoked and ambitious plans are made collectively.

some interesting points about the value of Stage 0 in the

The first architectural presentation came from Jenny
Jones of Jenny Jones Studio, who introduced herself as a
pragmatic optimist. Her presentation, “The Space Between”,
RIAS Quarterly Issue 40 Winter 2019/2020

Plan of Work, and whether architects should be engaged by
clients to think, as well as to build.
The first of the breakout sessions was led by Mateusz
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Features
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RIAS Convention 2019

“Climate of

Mastalski, of Henning Larsen Architects from Copenhagen,

issues, it was nevertheless good to hear someone speak with

Andy Summers and Rūta Turčinavičiūtė from the

Around 750 families live in the tower, in conditions

demonstrating the Convention’s ability to draw international

clarity about architectural language and materiality. To

Opinion was

RIAS Convention

Architecture Fringe presented one of the afternoon’s

which some writers have described as a vertical slum. It’s

speakers to Scotland. Mastalski’s presentation included the

paraphrase Amin Taha’s sign-off, “Let the materials drive the

topical, and the

All photos © Malcolm

breakout sessions, laying out what AF have achieved so far,

the eighth tallest building in Latin America and it has been

regeneration of Gdansk Shipyard, an urban living room in

architecture”.

range of speakers

Cochrane

using what they described as creative activism, campaigning

said that, “It doesn’t look good, but it has the seed of a very

Reykjavik and a public realm project in Belfast next to the
former Harland & Wolff shipyard.
His delivery was relaxed and he came across as a
natural presenter as he described Henning Larsen’s working

Above

After lunch came the student awards, where Jodie

provided a cross

and provocation around political and social topics. The

interesting dream of how to organise life.” The documentary

Kellas Wilson of the Mackintosh School won the RIAS Andy

section of theory

Q&A session afterwards was the most lively at this year’s

was a thought-provoking end to the day.

MacMillan Drawing Award and Rowand Anderson Silver

and practice

Convention and proves there’s an appetite for debate once

Medal for Best Scottish Student.

across Europe.”

the audience’s ice has broken.

Convention successes? Climate of Opinion was topical,
and the range of speakers provided a cross section of theory

methods. Projects usually start with detailed analysis which

The first speaker in the afternoon session was Roddy

Next up, Matthew Wilkinson of AL_A delivered a witty

and practice across Europe. On a practical level, the EICC

might involve the practice’s in-house acousticians, product

Langmuir of Cullinan Studio, whose talk orbited around

talk which showcased a couple of projects with complex

was an effective venue: the technology worked smoothly

designers and big data analysts. Mastalski signed off with

drawing nature back into the built environment. He began

briefs. AL_A are currently working on the redevelopment

and it’s the first convention I’ve attended where no-one

the universal message, “Think before you draw”.

with the Archaeolink Visitor Centre at Oyne in Aberdeenshire.

of Paisley Museum, but first Wilkinson presented their

ran dramatically over time. Improvements? Perhaps ask the

For me, Amin Taha was the highlight of the morning

Archaeolink is a building with a sad history: it closed several

completed scheme for the V&A Boilerhouse Yard, where

student award winners to talk us through their schemes, and

session. He presented his take on the Etymology of

years ago and Langmuir’s photos show it at completion then

Daniel Libeskind was invoked for the second time that day.

make the film show a regular feature.

Architecture, starting with a potted history of architectural

again today, looking dilapidated and overgrown.

The Boilerhouse project was intended to be an icon, but

As Robin Webster brought the Convention to a close by

history. A meta-history, if you like. Taha’s reflections set his

It’s unusual for architects to present failures – in this case

as Libeskind’s scheme died, it gave AL_A the opportunity to

acknowledging the urgent need to combat climate change,

own work into context: he covered the evolution of housing

caused by Aberdeenshire Council’s misguided policies – and

try a different approach. In its place, AL_A have created an

it’s worth remembering that we’ve had a century and more

projects at Barrett’s Grove, Bayswater Road and Upper Street

particularly bittersweet for Langmuir since he was project

underground blockbuster gallery just off Exhibition Road

to act. The climate emergency is just the latest expression

– all in London, and each of which explored cross-laminated

architect. However, he followed up with a more recent and

which builds out the very last free space on the V&A site. In

of concern about our environment which stretches back to

timber construction.

better-loved visitor centre, at the Royal Botanic Gardens

the process they also formed a new approach and entrance

Patrick Geddes, John Muir, and Rachel Carson’s book, “Silent

Edinburgh, along with the Alder Hey Children’s Hospital in

to the museum. We were also treated to a preview of AL_A’s

Spring”.

Liverpool and housing at Stonebridge in London.

Paisley scheme, currently at the detail design stage.

Many of Taha’s insights came in the form of asides
about technique and building economics, such as the

When Ralph Erskine was asked in 1993 if he thought

housing development at Upper Street where the client

Finally came an insight into Cullinan’s National

In the day’s final breakout session, Aspect Cinema

there would be a major breakthrough in ecological building,

initially approached Daniel Libeskind, but found him too

Automotive Innovation Centre near Warwick, where Jaguar

screened three short films: a stop motion animation in which

he replied that he hoped, “that architects would stand in the

expensive. The building was completed for around £3000

Land Rover work with the University of Warwick to develop

inanimate objects come to life, a piece about a Clydeside

front line here. We know intellectually that we are destroying

sq.m., whereas Libeskind was hoping for a budget of at least

new automotive technology. It sits under a vast timber

shipyard welder inspired to write sonnets, and a longer

the planet, but we do not act accordingly.” Quarter of a

double that figure…

diagrid roof and demonstrates sustainable principles on

documentary about “Torre David – the World’s Tallest Squat”.

century on, his words have proved to be prophetic and

Next Taha touched on a Metro station in Sofia, before

a giant scale, along with confidence in the future for the

The 45-storey tower was once part of an urban renewal

perhaps the 2019 Convention should have been titled,

going into detail about Clerkenwell Close, his home and

British motor industry as JLR evolves into a zero emissions

scheme in Caracas; today, it’s a concrete shell occupied

“Climate of Change”.

the office of his practice, Groupwork. In a world where

vehicle company.

by an army of squatters who claimed it as their own after

Mark Chalmers RIAS

we’re rightly pre-occupied with climatic, social and political

10

Venezuela’s financial system collapsed.
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RIAS Andrew Doolan Best Building
in Scotland Award

Ethical Education in
an Age of imbalance:
teaching and taking a
position

The Macallan Distillery and Visitor Experience, Aberlour
Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners

Architectural education has always been
premised on students being introduced
to, developing an understanding of
and assimilating skills in a wide range
of subjects to be able to collaboratively
lead a project from inception to postcompletion. However, as Suzanne Ewing
from ESALA elucidated, a key aspect
of current education is premised on
undertaking research which not only
informs a design proposal but facilitates
students in developing a confident
attitude to more robust and rounded
exploration of an issue.
Engagement

with

Modern Methods of
Resilience: How offsite
construction offers
answers to a changing
climate

real-world

concerns, often in an inter-disciplinary
way, provides the opportunity for an
education which confidently addresses
future needs and is premised on more
than an historical theoretical position.

Upskilling the Profession
to Deliver Maximum
Architectural Value Minimum Environmental
Harm

Denise Bennetts FRIAS RIBA

Biophilic Design for
Inclusive Spaces

Wernick Buildings’ Chris Hart discussed how
offsite modular construction can make the
built environment more resilient to climate
change. He focussed on the environmental

Health & wellbeing and accessibility dominate

benefits of the modular construction process to

the current discourse between architects,

reduce waste and pollution as well as the time

policy makers and planners and Joe Clancy

needed on site and which supports the circular

SEDA’s breakout slot built on their earlier

from WSP took us on a fascinating journey that

economy agenda.

brainstorming session where they identified

explored how biophilic design can be used

He then discussed how the performance of

Convention Friday was rounded off by the presentation of the RIAS Andrew Doolan Best

topics for debate, further research or training.

within the urban realm to create a healthier,

a finished building can reduce environmental

Building in Scotland Award. The winner for 2019 was The Macallan Distillery and Visitor

Adding to their excellent publications and

more inclusive and accessible city. We learned

impact,

Experience, Aberlour, by Rogers Stirk Harbour + Partners.

advice, SEDA’s leadership team fostered a

how a stressful, cluttered and busy urban

project – the SPECIFIC Active Office at Swansea

The award was presented at a dinner at the National Museum of Scotland in Edinburgh,

discussion about how far architects need to go

realm can be daunting, especially to those

University, which aims to be the UK’s first

a previous Doolan winner, by the Cabinet Secretary for Communities and Local Government,

to make an adequate impact. But it’s not just

with mental health conditions or learning and

‘energy positive’ office. Finally, he discussed

Ms Aileen Campbell, alongside the Doolan family. The award is generously supported by the

down to architects.

memory disabilities.

how modular buildings might perform in

late Andrew Doolan’s mother and family and by the Scottish Government.

referencing

a

previous

Wernick

Cabinet Secretary for Communities and Local Government, Aileen Campbell, said:

Some major clients, partly under pressure

Joe examined how our perception of nature

from shareholders, also seem to be showing

& space can increase loneliness in the city for

real leadership by pushing sustainability from

vulnerable and isolated groups and proposed

Hefin O’Hare, Head of Non Domestic

good design, and this year’s winning project, The Macallan Distillery and Visitor Experience,

the briefing stage, as low-carbon buildings

solutions to design out urban stress and create

Energy at Hardies also gave a very informative

is an outstanding addition to our built environment. We will continue to support the

are showing better financial performance in

more welcoming, comfortable and restorative

presentation on Reducing the Carbon Footprint

architecture and design sector so that Scotland’s buildings and places enrich our lives,

the long term. The climate emergency has

environments, with equitable access to nature

and C02 Emissions of Commercial Properties in

lessen our environmental impact and contribute to our cultural and national identity.”

changed things for sure. About time!

for all.

Scotland.

Rab Bennetts OBE FRIAS RIBA

Veronica Low

Veronica Low
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severe climate conditions like flooding or large
changes in temperature.
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“The RIAS Andrew Doolan Award underlines the importance that Scotland places on
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•
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•
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Climate Emergency

Left
Baseline regulatory minimum

RIBA 2030 Challenge
Trajectory Diagram

Business-as-usual
worst case
climate change
outcomes

RIBA 2020 targets
RIBA 2025 targets
RIBA 2030 targets

Satisfactory
Best
Practice
trajectory

2020

Change in policy:

RIBA Sustainable
Outcome Metrics

Sustainable development

Operational
Energy
kWh/m2/year

RIBA Sustainability Overlay Guide

“The 2030

In response to unprecedented evidence of Climate Change

This guide is structured to follow all the stages of the revised

Climate Challenge

and the urgency in which we must act to reduce global

Plan of Work, and highlights what needs to be done by

focuses on four

carbon emissions, the RIBA declared an Environment and

whom and by when to ensure sustainable outcomes.

key sustainable
outcomes –

Climate Emergency in June 2019.

RIBA Sustainable Outcomes Guide

operational

that once a Climate Emergency was declared a set of clear

This guide defines a set of clear and measurable Sustainable

energy use and

and measurable targets should be set for RIBA members and

Outcomes that are aligned with the UN Sustainable

carbon emissions,

the wider profession. The result was the RIBA 2030 Climate

Development Goals. This guide will assist in delivering the

embodied carbon

Challenge which was launched to coincide with this year’s

RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge.

emissions,
potable water

Stirling Prize. It sets a rapid trajectory to net zero carbon for

RIBA Plan for Use Guide

use and indoor

The 2030 Climate Challenge focuses on four key

We have been using the RIBA Plan of Work for 50 years as a

health.”

sustainable outcomes – operational energy use and carbon

profession, but feedback on building performance, currently

emissions, embodied carbon emissions, potable water use

encompassed in the In Use Stage 7, has been consistently

and indoor health. Each outcome uses current benchmarks

overlooked by our profession. The Plan for Use aligns with

and sets minimum target reductions for 2020, 2025 and

the 8 stages of the Plan of Work but focusses on how the

2030. The targets are stretching, yet realistic; the RIBA’s

building will be used, operated and maintained by the user.

the architectural profession.

most sustainably minded chartered practices are already

In

conclusion,

the

recent

guidance

2025

Unsustainable
practice

2030

2035

2040

from

Embodied
Carbon
kgCO2e/m2

Potable Water
Use
Litres/person/day

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has

– Goldsmith Street, Norwich by Mikhail Riches Architects

highlighted that time is rapidly running out to reduce the

aligns with the 2030 targets demonstrating that a sustainable

current global temperature increase of 4°C to 1.5 to 2°C if we

future is within our grasp now, and that architects must

are to avoid the worst impacts of climate change. We must

provide leadership to our clients and the wider construction

keep the pressure on each other and hold our profession,

industry.

the wider industry and the UK and Scottish Governments

2050

2020 Targets

2025 Targets

2030 Targets

Notes

106

< 105

< 70

< 0-35

kWh/m2/year

kWh/m2/year

kWh/m2/year

kWh/m2/y

UKGBC Net Zero Framework
1. Fabric First
2. Efficient services and lowcarbon heat
3. Maximise onsite renewables
4. Minimum offsetting using
UK schemes (CCC)

1,000 < 600 < 450 < 300

Left
RIBA 2030 Challenge
Domestic Targets

RICS Whole Life Carbon (A-C)
1. Whole life carbon analysis
2. Using circular economy
strategies
3. Minimum offsetting using
UK schemes (CCC)

kgCO2e/m2

kgCO2e/m2

kgCO2e/m2

kgCO2e/m2

126

< 110

< 95

< 75

l/p/day

l/p/day

l/p/day

l/p/day

Current
Benchmarks

2020 Targets

2025 Targets

2030 Targets

Notes
UKGBC Net Zero Framework
1. Fabric First
2. Efficient services and lowcarbon heat
3. Maximise onsite renewables
4. Minimum offsetting using
UK schemes (CCC)

Using CIBSE Guide G

(Building Regulations,
England and Wales)

RIBA Sustainable
Outcome Metrics
Operational
Energy
kWh/m2/year

Embodied
Carbon
kgCO2e/m2

the

achieving these targets. The winner of the 2019 Stirling Prize

2045

Current
Benchmarks

(Ofgem benchmark)

RIBA 2030 Climate Challenge

The RIBA and the Sustainable Futures Group felt strongly

Minimum
trajectory

225

< 170

< 110

< 0-55

kWh/m2/year

kWh/m2/year

kWh/m2/year

kWh/m2/year

(CIBSE TM46
benchmark)

(DEC C Rating)

(DEC B Rating)

(DEC A Rating)

1,100
kgCO2e/m2

< 800 < 650 < 500
kgCO2e/m2

kgCO2e/m2

kgCO2e/m2

> 16

< 16

< 13

< 10

l/p/day

l/p/day

l/p/day

l/p/day

(M4i benchmark)

Potable Water
Use
Litres/person/day

Left
RIBA 2030 Challenge
Non-Domestic Targets

RICS Whole Life Carbon (A-C)
1. Whole life carbon analysis
2. Using circular economy
strategies
3. Minimum offsetting using
UK schemes (CCC)
Using CIBSE Guide G

(CIRA W11 benchmark)

to account. This can only be achieved by sharing guidance

Best Practice Health Metrics

References

Left

a comprehensive set of new sustainability guidance to

and working together to agree industry wide targets and

Overheating

25-28ºC maximum for 1% of occupied hours

CIBCE TM52, CIBSE TM59

accompany the revised RIBA Plan of Work which will be

trajectories.

Daylighting

> 2% average daylight factor, 0.4 uniformity

CIBSE LG10

Best Practice Health
Metrics

published this year. The guidance is split into three inter-

Gary Clark

CO2 levels

< 900 parts per million

CIBSE TM40

Chair of RIBA Sustainable Futures Group; Principal/Leader of

Total VOCs

< 0.3 mg/m

Approved Document F

Formaldehyde

< 0.1 mg/m

The Sustainable Futures Group has been working on

related guides:

Science and Technology HOK London Studio
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Why aren’t we delivering high quality places every time?
Despite a raft of GI and placemaking policies, robust design
guidance and the best of intentions, a development can still
too often fail to deliver on its full potential as a high quality
place for people and wildlife. Is this because we haven’t been
persuasive enough in extolling the value and benefits of
natural capital? Or perhaps we have failed to recognise the
consequences of omitting nature?

So, what does ‘good’ look like?
Building with Nature (BwN) is the first accreditation for
the highest quality of design and management of Green
Infrastructure.
Comprising a framework of 23 qualitative standards,
Above

divided into 4 themes: Core GI standards; Wellbeing; Water

Summary of Building
with Nature Standards.

and Wildlife.

© Building with Nature

demonstrates the health benefits for people who live

Right
Bertha Park, Perth –
suds rainwater pond,
riparian planting and
play; Scottish War
Blinded Day Centre,
Paisley - garden and
food growing within
retained mature tree
setting.

Change with nature:

Designing green infrastructure

The standards require evidence of how the project
nearby; how water quality and quantity can be managed to
maximise opportunities for amenity and biodiversity, and
create places where nature can flourish.
BwN Accreditation can be at design and postconstruction stages:
•

development.

© IWA

Galloping momentum in recent months but decades in the

cityscapes. Can we reimagine these newly car-free spaces for

making, we’ve found ourselves in a crisis of Climate Change

food growing, sport, pollinator friendly-planting and play?

and biodiversity loss.

Well designed Green Infrastructure (GI) can afford us

“The biggest
pollution emitters
– petrol and diesel

Design Award – Recognising high quality green
infrastructure at the planning and design stage of

•

Full Award – Recognising development that has

Below

delivered a high quality (Good) or exemplar (Excellent)
green infrastructure.

have to effectively

Loch Leven National
Nature Reserve, Fife
– trail and information
point

Climate Change. Chair Baroness Brown reported: “The UK

‘a strategically planned network of natural and semi-

be expunged from

© IWA

Government is not yet addressing adequately all of the

natural areas with other environmental features,

our cityscapes.

infrastructure-led

climate risks it has itself identified as critical – including from

designed and managed to deliver a wide range of

Can we reimagine

design code. NHS Forth Valley Hospital & Larbert Woods,

surface water flooding and impacts of high temperatures on

ecosystem services and quality of life benefits, in both

these newly

transformed a neglected historic designed landscape, and

health”.

rural and urban settings.’

car-free spaces

received the highest level of accreditation.

UK progress in addressing the crisis is woeful, according

optimism. The European Environment Agency defines GI as:

to a 2019 report to Parliament by the Committee for

fuelled vehicles,

for food growing,

How can we create beautiful places that improve our

Our studio has two projects that have been awarded
BwN accreditation. New Brunstane in Edinburgh is a green
landscape

housing

masterplan

and

What both projects have in common is the generosity

health and wellbeing; that protect and enhance biodiverse

A well connected active travel network that facilitates

sport, pollinator

of spirit of those involved, aiming for more, for better, and a

habitats and offer a strategy for climate resilience? Where

walking and cycling as the easiest choice to make, will secure

friendly-planting

result so much greater than the sum of its parts.

we meet the big challenges head on: flood mitigation;

health and wellbeing benefits as well as lowering pollution.

and play?”

regulation of microclimate; water security and air pollution

It can positively manage rainwater through rain-gardens

already have, and working together in collaboration to plan

abatement.

and swales, helping to control flow rate, filter pollutants,

for the future, can achieve more than solitary endeavour.

enhance amenity and biodiversity, reducing pressure on

There is hope.

overburdened city sewers.

Sheena Raeburn CMLI

The World Health Organisation identifies air pollution
as one of the leading causes of premature death (WHO

Acting now, protecting and valuing more of what we

2018). There is an awakening that we must affirm walking

We cannot overlook the importance of protecting our

and cycling in a clean air environment as a basic human

existing natural assets. Mature trees and woodlands are

RaeburnFarquharBowen (formerly Ian White Associates) and

right. The biggest pollution emitters – petrol and diesel

exceptional living entities: purifying the air, providing a

Scotland’s first Building with Nature Assessor

fuelled vehicles, have to effectively be expunged from our

home for wildlife, and soothing our soul.
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Illustrative view of
proposed Coastal Park,
Granton Waterfront,
Edinburgh
© Collective Architecture

Change in the city:

Edinburgh 2030
In May 2019 the Scottish Government outlined a

to meet this commitment. We can therefore

Leeds Universities as part of the Place-Based

cycling, walking and public transport. In

ing part of their affordable housing supply

our waste services to develop a new energy

legally binding target of net-zero gas emissions

build on that experience.

Climate Action Network (P-CAN). P-CAN, of

addition we will introduce Low Emission Zones

programme. You mentioned Housing as part of

recovery facility which would generate energy
and replace landfill.

by 2045 and carbon neutrality by 2040,

which Edinburgh is a member, is a network

(LEZ) to the city where we are consulting at

your strategy, would you adopt the standard or

trumping the UK Governments target of 2050.

CS: Net zero carbon emissions as opposed to

of progressive cities with serious ambitions

present. These will halt polluting cars and stop

do you have your own ideas?

Not to be outdone, the leaders of the City of

a percentage reduction is quite different, it

to tackle Climate Change. We bring together

lorries who fail to meet our standards entering

Edinburgh Council raised the ante, to set their

will require a more concerted effort, bigger

research communities, decision makers across

the city. We are also considering freight hubs

PL: We share Glasgow’s ambitions and we

be retired. What about the young and what can

ambition to be carbon neutral by 2030, quickly

thinking, surely you need more planning than

all sectors to make sure that our climate policy

around the capital however this will require

are developing a series of important housing

you do now to help them and prepare them for

followed by Glasgow City Council. The race to

relying on past experience.

is translated into action on the ground which

thought, how do we then ship in goods to the

led masterplans across the city designed to

the future?

will bring about real change.

centre using low carbon alternatives.

achieve high environmental performance with

zero emissions by long time rivals Edinburgh

CS: In 2030, never mind 2045, I will probably

and Glasgow to become the first city in Britain

PL: Correct, that is why our Policy and

embedded energy strategies. What though

PL: We are committed to ensuring that all

to achieve 2030 has now begun, however how

Sustainability Committee has agreed to co-

CS: That may sound convincing but still lacks

CS: Do you think your efforts will influence

interests me more is our existing housing stock,

future investment in the learning estate fo-

much of this is politics by numbers and who has

sponsor a Climate Commission working with

any definitive action, what will Edinburgh

your neighbours? The biggest population

how do we ensure effective strategies are in

cuses on low carbon facilities, indeed we

the vision to see beyond a central belt joust. We

Edinburgh Centre for Carbon Innovation. The

actually be doing?

growth in Scotland appears to be in the

place to meet their energy saving standards of

have recently commissioned three new pas-

were delighted that Paul Lawrence, Executive

broad scope of the Commission will be tied

Lothians, and these are pretty much commuter

the future, how do we reduce energy use, how

sive house primary schools. More importantly

Director of Place at the City of Edinburgh Council

to our commitment of 2030. The Commission

PL: Right now our Policy and Sustainability

belts for Edinburgh.

do we accelerate the use of renewable energy,

though is that we embed sustainability within

was able to join guest editor Chris Stewart to

will be independent and free to speak with an

Committee continues to work on our Short Term

all in consultation with our existing tenants.

the curriculum at all Early Years primary and

discuss the reality of making this work.

independent voice and both challenge and

Improvement Plan looking at Energy, Procure-

PL: Well, a third of all our traffic is from

advise us all as we work towards 2030.

ment, how our city becomes more Biodiverse,

commuters, if you are coming to work in Edin-

CS: Glasgow has been placing an emphasis on

partners we can then ensure that future

our Housing challenges and Transport.

burgh for the day we have to encourage public

bringing in renewable energy from out-with

generations have the appropriate knowledge,

transport. The trains are effective, we will

the City, primarily from the Cathkin Braes wind

confidence and skills to move forward.

Chris Stewart (CS): To achieve net zero

secondary

establishments,

working

with

emissions by 2030 is a huge commitment, how

CS: 2030 is all but only one decade away,

do you even go about starting to achieve such

and with the greatest respect an emergency

CS: Transport and Edinburgh’s focus on active

extend the tram system to Newhaven, improve

farm which I understand they wish to extend.

There is so much that we can do to help

a promise.

requires a bit more energy than a series of

travel is something we do hear a lot about,

electric vehicles and charging infrastructure

Does Edinburgh have any big ideas such as this?

everyone now and I hope I have touched on a

albeit well meaning committees who, by their

maybe because of the trams, maybe because

and we are considering a Workplace Parking

nature move at tortoise pace.

of the congestion, Scotland never mind

Levy. Most importantly though is enabling

PL: Our plan is to increase generation of

Most immediately it will be all about choices

Edinburgh has yet to fall out of love with the

active travel choices and in particular building

renewables within the city, typically this is how

and this coming spring we will be publishing

car, how will you win everyone over?

up our cycling infrastructure at key locations.

existing infrastructure is arranged. This will

these as part of our City Plan 2030, this will

include the use of council land and property

embody a lot of what we discussed.

Paul Lawrence (PL):

Edinburgh

is

fully

committed to achieving these targets and the

number of the challenges we are addressing.

immediacy of our situation demands that 2030

PL: Trying hard to avoid any metaphors,

is the target we should be aiming for. In 2015 we

experience tells us we need some strong gov-

set ourselves a target, through our Sustainable

ernance as this is a task we can not achieve

PL: It is partly about being strong, what kind

CS: There appears to be a focus on building

for micro-generation, supporting local groups

Energy Action Plan, to reduce carbon emissions

alone. We need to collaborate with others who

of a city do we want for our future, one which

fabric in Glasgow, they have introduced the

to develop renewable projects and encourage

CS: Paul thank you very much for sharing the

in Edinburgh by 42% before 2020, last Spring we

have valuable experience and for that reason

is congested and polluted or one where our

Glasgow Standard which sets challenging

innovation

above and we wish you all the very best.

had managed a 33% reduction and are on target

we are using the expertise of Edinburgh and

citizens use and get around our city choosing

sustainable targets for all new homes form-

We are also hoping with one stone, through
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adopting

new

techniques.
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Change in use:

Adaptive re-use of a heritage building
“Edinburgh

The former North British Rubber Company (NBRC) office

a Creative Hub at Fountainbridge. The project was advertised

Printmakers

building at the corner of Dundee Street and Gilmore Park

competitively on the government portal and Gardiner and

transformed the

is the only surviving element of what by 1900 had become

Theobald acted as project managers for the project with Page\

former North British

the largest industrial unit in Edinburgh, employing 3,000

Park – Architect; Will Rudd Davidson – Structural Engineers;

Rubber Company

people. The first Ordnance Survey (OS) map of 1852 shows

Harley Haddow – Mechanical and Electrical Engineers; Doig

HQ into a vibrant new

Castle Silk Mills on the site. In 1856 the site, bounded by

and Smith – Quantity Surveyors and CDM Co-ordinator. The

creative hub, Castle

Fountainbridge (later Dundee Street), Gilmore Park, the

Printmakers agreed to lease the former NBRC office building

Mills. Placing art

Union Canal and Viewforth, was acquired by American

at the corner of Dundee Street and Gilmore Park from the

and creativity at the

businessmen and bootmakers Henry Lee Norris and Spencer

City of Edinburgh Council. Work began on site in May

heart of Edinburgh’s

Thomas Parmlee and the Castle Mills Rubber Works was

2017 (main contractor - Interserve) and in April 2019 Castle

Fountainbridge area,

established, trading from 1857 as the North British Rubber

Mills opened to the public. The accommodation includes

this much-loved post-

Co. The range of rubber products was huge, including

two galleries, printmakers’ studios, a learning studio, a

industrial building is

boots for soldiers in the World War I trenches. Following a

printmaking archive, eight creative industries studios, an

once again serving

disastrous fire in 1969 production was transferred to other

artist flat, shop and café.

the community

sites and four years later most of the factory complex was

The OS map of 1877 shows the earliest part of the surviving

who saved it from

demolished, leaving only the Castle Mills office premises on

buildings, originally a workshop block to the south. By the

demolition.

the corner of the site. Around 1973 Scottish and Newcastle

1894 OS map the remainder of the block that forms the corner

Breweries took over the whole site, which became Fountain

and the pavilion block facing Dundee Street had been built.

Above

trusses. The external walls are of polychrome brickwork, in

used in repairs. The public entrance is level entry from

has created an

Brewery, and built an advanced canning complex, using the

The architect of the building is not known. The building is

Dundee Street where three openings have been formed in

Castle Mills building as a store and accounts office. In 2005

prominently sited on the corner of a busy road and makes

New extension and
courtyard

red with yellow banding, overpainted prior to the contract

international centre

works.

place of windows. Arrive when the building is closed to see

This £11m project

© Jim Stephenson

for printmaking and

production ceased and in 2011 the brewery was demolished.

a positive contribution to the streetscape as a surviving

The design team have worked with a building that had

the full effect of the bi-folding entrance gates designed by

creative industries.

The former NBRC offices had been listed, category ‘C’, in

element of nineteenth century industrial heritage. The part

stood empty for over a decade, was full of rot and un-safe,

Rachel Duckhouse and fabricated by Sculpture & Design. The

Housing a year-

1998. In 2010 the office buildings were placed on the Buildings

of the building that is now the entrance to Castle Mills, the

particularly the roof. Page\Park’s philosophy was to re-use

Entrance Gates ‘are inspired and informed by research into

round programme of

at Risk Register and in 2012 the local community led a

north-west pavilion to Dundee Street, is of two storeys with

what they could; if it is sound and has got life, re-use it – old

the history of the North British Rubber Company factory site’

exhibitions, events

campaign to save Castle Mills from demolition. The wider site

enhanced floor heights with single windows at ground and

materials tell a story. This is clear, for example, in the café

(extract from interpretation panel) and the roller shape and

and learning to

was acquired by City of Edinburgh Council in 2012 and is the

first floor level set within recessed arches. To its east is the

where the servery counter is of old coloured bricks, found

movement is the link between past and future production

nurture talent and

subject of a development masterplan by 7N Architects.

bowed corner, two storeys and basement, which forms an

behind lath and plaster in the basement, and some tall

processes. The artist hand drew every line to scale before

As the campaign against demolition was being fought

undulating curve to the side elevation in Gilmore Park. In

doors have been encased in a frame with an added glass top

the steel was sent to be laser cut, galvanised, welded and

Mills inspires people

Edinburgh Printmakers, who had outgrown their Union

1916 a new doorway was added to give access to an entrance

surface to form a table.

powder coated. These gates sit in front of the structural glass

enrich lives, Castle
to connect with

Street home, saw the potential that Castle Mills offered to

hall and stone stair leading to first floor suite of offices and

After the removal of the paint on the polychromatic

creativity.”

create a world-class centre for printmaking. Page\Park

boardroom at the south end of the building. The pavilion

brickwork (using Tavec, a biodegradable paint stripper

Cockburn Association

were appointed in August 2014 to lead a design team

block and the north part of the Gilmore Park wing had open

to lift the paint layers away from the substrate) there was

There are contrasting gallery areas. The main gallery

Doors Open Days 2019

in the development of proposals to re-locate Edinburgh

spaces with a central row of columns. The structures as built

an extensive survey of the brickwork and bricks from the

on the ground floor is double height, environmentally

booklet entry

Printmakers to new premises within a larger development of

had steel frames, timber floors, brick walls and slate roofs on

enlarged openings on the Dundee Street elevation were

controlled, with good quality lighting and offers big wall
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screen of low iron glass to ensure true daylight inside the
reception and shop area.
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Project Managers

FROM
DENMARK.
TO THE
WORLD.

Gardiner and
Theobald
Architect

Page\Park
Structural Engineers

Will Rudd Davidson
Mechanical and
Electrical Engineers

Harley Haddow
Quantity Surveyors/
CDM Co-ordinator

Doig and Smith
Main Contractor

Interserve

0

5

PEOPLE-FIRST CONTRACT FURNITURE

5

Left, top to bottom
Upper ground floor plan

We tailor our service to meet your needs. We can handle everything from interior design,
installation, and the storage and management of your order. Select items yourself for our order
and install service, or remove stress and choose our one-stop solution. Our collection is broad
and designed by the best in the business; giving you everything you need.

© Page\Park

DANISH DESIGN SINCE 1952 | BOCONCEPT.COM
0

5

Lower ground floor plan
© Page\Park
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BUCHANAN GALLERIES, GLASGOW. 0141 341 4920
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Clockwise from top
left
Sculptural detail
© Jocelyn Cunliffe

New entrance at night
© Jim Stephenson

Detail of extension
© Jim Stephenson

Shop fittings
© Jim Stephenson

“This project

spaces. The mezzanine gallery over the shop has steel ring

two galleries and the ground floor education room. In the

The building fabric has been dramatically improved by

hire spaces. A ramp behind the 1916 stair connects the first

hanging points and the mezzanine floor is hung from above.

print studios the windows open but there is top up air in

provides a link

insulating ground floor slabs, external walls and the roof.

floor creative industries area to the large print studios and

For hanging flexibility the plasterboard wall surfaces are

the middle. All ducting has been carefully integrated. The

with Edinburgh’s

Tanking and underpinning were required to the south and

ancillary spaces including a dark room, laser cutting room

backed by 18mm plywood. The café walls provide small scale

services engineers prepared studies in relation to natural and

industrial past

west walls of the Dundee Street pavilion block and the café

and inkjet printing room.

hanging opportunities.

mechanical ventilation in relation to each space throughout

and confirms the

extension floor is suspended as a Victorian sewer crosses

This project provides a link with Edinburgh’s industrial

A two storey extension on the south side of the Dundee

the year. LED lights operate on absence movement detectors;

joy and challenge

the site. Throughout there has been particular attention to

past and confirms the joy and challenge of working with

Street block provides seating space for the cafe with a south

if the room is empty the light goes off even if it had been

of working with

detail; the ceiling level runs through from above the gallery

old buildings. The conversion has transformed derelict paint

facing glazed elevation and the top lit members’ kitchen

switched on.

old buildings.”

to the rear café extension; some areas of ceiling are acoustic

-covered brick buildings on the corner of Dundee Street and

above. The two spaces are linked by a kaleidoscope or

The only original floors are in the education room, the staff

ceiling; a folded metal stair connects the reception area to

Gilmore Park and revealed layers of industrial history. The

EPscope (meaning Edinburgh Printmakers’ scope), the result

room and toilets because rot did not affect the clay pots. Other

the café; the glazed balustrade to the mezzanine connects

community’s efforts to save the buildings linked with the

of a collaboration between Suzy O’Leary, Peter Smith and

floors were timber and had partially collapsed but the structure

shop and gallery.

Printmakers’ vision for world-class facilities for printmaking,

Calum Colvin, fabricated by Sculpture & Design.

which supported the floors, the cast iron columns and beams,

The ground floor panelled entrance hall, entered from

The original perimeter sash and case windows are single

the steel columns and beams and one glulam beam survived.

Gilmore Park, with original rubber flooring and painted

design and construction teams are fully justified.

glazed (to comply with Historic Environment Scotland grant

Underfloor heating has been installed in the galleries, café and

Above

marble effect metal columns, leads to the imposing staircase

Jocelyn Cunliffe FRIAS RIBA

conditions) and in working order to provide light and natural

print studios with radiators in the creative industries rooms so

Print studio

and to the corridor which once served offices and the NBRC

Chair, RIAS Conservation Committee

ventilation. Top up air is provided in the larger spaces – the

that they can be controlled according to room occupancy.

© Jim Stephenson

boardroom and now serves creative industries studios and
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teaching and creativity plus the impressive work of the
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Change of habit:

Listening and learning
“It is the job of the

As individuals we all have a pressing responsibility to work

next project without knowing what they have provided in

public to create

together to improve the uncertainly of our planet. Does our

the past is what people are happy with? Is there anything

the climate of

profession have the capacity to make these changes for the

we could have done better, is there anything we got really

opinion within

better? What can we do and how do we do it?

wrong? How else do you learn?

which good

To most of us, being an architect is much more than the

Surely, we need to know this. Surely, we need to speak

architecture

professional service we are commissioned to provide. We are

directly to the people who will live in the spaces before we

can flourish. It

trained to deliver sensible and thoughtful contributions to

create them. Surely, we need to speak to the people who

is the job of the

the built environment. How-ever, oddly, we rarely speak to

have been living in their homes before we create more.

architect to

the people we build for or those who live in what we have

respond to that.”
RIAS

built.

fortunate to be able to speak with local com-munities and

I have a drive and passion to provide affordable,

residents about the future of their area. However, most of the

participatory, socially sustainable homes. Places where

people we speak with will not live in the new homes and I

people have a voice that is listened to and can influence the

still do not know what they might think of those I have just

Above and right

design of their future homes.

completed.

project in Edinburgh. From a professional point of view it has

I want to drive our profession to better help people find

been lauded as a great success with happy clients, countless

their voice, share their experiences and develop the necessary

Housing 2040 ‘Present
Voices Future Lives’
travelling exhibition,
commissioned by the
Scottish Government
with the support of
Architecture and Design
Scotland, to invite
people from around
Scotland to contribute
their views on housing
for today, tomorrow and
beyond

awards and repeat busi-ness. This is all well and good if the

mechanisms to make it happen. Through conversation

© Craig Stewart

people living in their homes are happy. I hope so, but I don’t

between architects, clients and residents real positive

know for certain.

change can take place. It is this on-going dialogue – and my

Often, I am their voice. I have to speak on their behalf

Unfortunately, Post and Preoccupancy evaluation is

when I will never know them all and they will never know

not prioritised within our profession. So, why do architects

me. Many of the spaces we develop we will never actually

struggle to get anywhere close to these conversations? How

use or live in. Why don’t we typically speak to the people

can we change our behaviours and habits? How do I prevent

who will use or live in these spaces?

becoming entrenched in these habits? How might we find

I recently completed a medium scale, inner-city housing

With this mind, as an architect, how do I move forward

28

I am now working on new housing projects, where I am

out what people want and need as a home?

involvement in the Housing 2040 travelling exhibition - that

with confidence, without fully knowing that what we have

will give me the confidence to move forward in what I do.

provided is what people need? I have asked this question

Nicola McLachlan RIAS

to other architects. How are they able to move onto the

Collective Architecture
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A Financial Policy

wide range of alternatives to volume house building, rather

response to

than to identify a single solution. Whilst none might be a

Upgrading and

perfect solution for Scotland, there is still much that we

Regeneration

could learn from. It included urban and suburban housing

In 1996 The

that is successful in environmental and financial terms and

German Kredit for

meets the needs of individuals and society as a whole.

Reconstruction Bank
launched a scheme

accessible, resource efficient, socially integrated, place

efficiency renovation for

making;

and local government.
It grants loans via the
existing network of

unsustainable model of volume building;
(c) Organisational options that enable community
involvement in procurement.
We discussed standards that have been applied

exceeding 1%. There

elsewhere to successfully deliver high quality buildings and

A Procurement Policy response – Tübingen – The

is a sliding scale of

places including the Tubingen Design Quality Framework

City of Small Distances

support depending on

and the Biotope Factor.

In Tübingen the local authority bucked the trend of

I looked to the wealth of existing experience in

selling off land to private developers and instead put

generates €1.5 billion

alternative financing and forms of organisation to overcome

their own development team together. They used a

per annum from sale of

the current barriers. Delivery mechanisms included mutual

Design Quality Framework that set benchmarks for

carbon credits through

home ownership, co-operatives, co-housing and public

energy, water and waste and banned toxic treatments

the EUCO2 emissions

sector facilitated procurement allowing development lots to

and pollutants. The local authority then facilitated

trading scheme. Also,

be awarded to building partnerships or co-housing groups.

groups to get together and commission architects to

The examples presented including LILAC and Kalkbreite

design to their housing needs. Without the need to

an estimated €2- 4

demonstrated local involvement, affordability and a

satisfy developers demands for 50% profit “margins”

returns to the public

commitment to high quality in environmental and social

they could build affordable energy efficient housing

for each €1 invested,

“In Finland, Austria,

(b) Financial mechanisms that offer alternatives to the

banks at rates never

the energy target. This

Change is possible

(a) Design qualities to meet requirements for healthy,

to support energy

households, business

Change in living:

Discussions focused around:

Concerns about social integration, climate change resilience,

housing supply is not accidental or inevitable. Meanwhile

social equity, health and well being and providing for an

rents, buy- to-lets and homelessness continue to rise. Change

Germany and

purse in taxes levied

terms. Each offered a range of options in terms of life style

with integrated transport infrastructure and active

aging population are serious and widespread amongst the

is required to deliver a fair society with appropriate housing

Switzerland,

on jobs and economic

choice all with low dependence on resource use including

ground floors for shops, nurseries, office, workshop

many agencies and communities that are involved with

for all. Change is also possible. It requires a better-informed

where

activity created. It is a

an emphasis on low impact travel. It became clear that

and community hubs. Reducing running costs of

housing in urban and rural contexts.

procurement strategy and housing sector and more

homelessness

highly effective energy

community involvement was the key to delivering climate

housing and creating local jobs. Through minimising

resilient communities.

dependence on cars and prioritising active travel

was once a major

efficiency financing

concern, there is

programme, creating

across some exceptional, inspiring, affordable, housing

a commitment to

transition to a low

Why it must happen here?

for play and allotments for local food growing. The

projects. In Finland, Austria, Germany and Switzerland,

quality housing as

carbon economy with

The biggest recent change in environmental awareness

RESULT! An affordable, vibrant and socially productive

antipathetic to the changing demographic. Housing is

where homelessness was once a major concern, there is a

an underpinning

benefits in jobs and

across the globe is that we do not simply shape the

and architecturally diverse mixed-use place. This is

often in the wrong place, without local facilities, eating

commitment to quality housing as an underpinning right

right and

the environment and it

environment. Our relationship is symbiotic. It shapes us.

called the City of Small Distances.

up valuable green space whilst offering no bio-diversity

and foundation of a healthy society and a robust building

foundation of a

eliminates fuel poverty!

If we kill the thing that supports us, we die. We are using

response, and imposing 20th century transport solutions on

stock. Affordable housing and place-making has been

healthy society

Similar schemes

the resources of three planets whilst fires rage and destroy.

a 21st and 22nd century world. There is massive underuse of

tackled in a range of ways. My genuine excitement gave

and a robust

have now extended

Urban heat islands really do kill. Droughts kill. Flooding

A Placemaking Policy Response – The Biotope

existing buildings. If allowed to continue, the procurement

way to very real dismay as it soon became clear that the

building stock.”

to Armenia, Bosnia

kills, homelessness kills and pollution kills. The EU estimates

Factor

model will undermine the social and environmental

innovations these projects illustrate were widely perceived

Herzegovina & North

nearly 500,000 early urban deaths due to diesel cars.

The Public Realm and Biodiversity are vital to our

framework of Scotland for generations to come.

as “too difficult” to achieve in Scotland.

Macedonia but not yet

Yet, new housing remains largely unaffordable, lacks

commitment to community control.

consideration of environmental limits, pollution – internal

In the course of research for a book I have come

& external, ignores issues of mental & physical health &
well-being and, apart from dedicated bodies, is largely

and public transport they have created ample space

What guidelines should define our housing for the

health and well-being. Berlin and Malmo planning

21st century? Should all housing not have a non-polluting

rules include a Biotope area Factor Development

Housing – More Than Just Numbers” to debate “what we

framework, be healthy, be demographically future proofed

plans require legally binding agreement to dedicate

need to do to make affordable, future proofed housing

and be designed for 1-planet living. Should we not have a

a large percentage (often 30%) of built development

financial, aka vanilla, product range, which is unsuitable for

work here”. This is in a context where a commitment to

functioning bio-diverse rich public realm and the choice of

to be bio-diverse rich green or blue space to enhance

many of the most vulnerable but well suited to the better off.

numbers, within the existing context, seems to overshadow

low impact travel. Do we need yet more inefficient housing

health and well-being.

This has fuelled the commodification of housing. Inadequate

the greater good. The aim of the conference was to show a

in seas of tarmac, with families tied to two cars, the company

For the last 40 years Scotland’s housing has been

In response I decided to run a conference “Scotland’s

increasingly dominated by a small number of volume
builders with significant lobbying power. They use a narrow

30
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Kalkbreite is a co-

Durable.
Beautiful.
Sustainable.

operative housing
project for 250 people in
central Zurich, devised
to invent “a new way of
living in the city” – one
which is ecological,
culturally diverse and
ready for tomorrow.
One aim was to meet
the requirements of
the 2000-watt society
– energy consumption
under 48 kilowatt-hours/
day/person, a third
of what we typically
consume in Western
Europe. The reduction

For true innovation in cladding, discover Accoya®
– a revolutionary timber that perfectly balances aesthetics
and practicality with outstanding environmental credentials.
Produced from sustainably sourced, fast-growing softwood
using a patented natural modification process, Accoya is
the ideal material for external cladding; with a 50 year warranty,
its stability and durability benefits are simply remarkable.

in private cars, on-site
offices, gymnasiums,
studios, restaurants,
shops and cinema
contribute to achieving
this aim.

Want to learn more?
store and the company petrol station? And of course, it

In 2018, Sandy’s ability

should be fair. Inequality has never been greater, but will get

to bridge the gaps

greater still, unless we change the way we deliver housing.

between architecture

Buildings and the built environment should be at the

and engineering in

heart and soul of social and economic policy as well as the

briefing, process issues,

fight against climate change. It is a very positive agenda.

passive design and

The conference communicated real alternatives that can

building physics was

inform Scotland’s housing part of a sustainable future for

recognised with an

all. One proposed next step is a pilot ‘Urban Housing Fair’ to

Honorary Fellowship of

demonstrate models of housing provision, finance options

the Royal Incorporation

and performance standards based on societal health and

of Architects in

well being, the circular economy and 1-planet living.

Scotland for services

Scotland’s housing has long been a matter of concern.

Why not book a place at our forthcoming CPD on
20 February 2020 at the RIAS HQ in Edinburgh?
Alternatively, contact us on the details below to
organise a specific CPD at your practise.

to sustainability and the

That the current housing delivery model is still failing on so

built environment. She

LILAC (Low Impact Living in an Affordable Community) in Leeds is a

many levels risks becoming a tragedy of missed opportunity.

is author of Sustainable

new way of financing housing – a Mutual Housing Ownership Scheme

For a copy of the conference report with links to events, films

Construction (2018,

that is effectively decommodifying housing. The absolute integration

and papers or information on any of the projects, please

Routledge). Available at

of its tenants means that in the words of one of the founders “ticks

contact the author.

the RIAS Bookshop.

almost every policy target in the way that volume house building almost

Sandy Halliday CEng Hon FRIAS

corrodes those targets”

Director, Gaia Group Ltd
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We offer educational CPDs to architects
and specifiers across the country.

A new world of cladding possibilities awaits you.
Find out more – email: scotland@lathams.co.uk
or visit:
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Change of flow:

Aberdeen Art Gallery
Cultural institutions are in a difficult position, ambitious programmes of engagement to maintain and
enhance their funding coupled with inadequate building stock make for strained operations. Aberdeen
Art Gallery is one such institution that faced these challenges and has just reopened after a successful
renovation project and is being lauded by visitors and patrons alike.
“The scheme
design sought

Aberdeen Art Gallery was opened in 1905 based on a design

spaces were challenged to meet strict temperature

Above

include the use of baffle screens around the entrance areas

of moisture within the space reduces the energy use for

by Alexander Marshall Mackenzie. The building made use of

requirements within an old and draughty building.

Aberdeen Art Gallery

to reduce unwanted air infiltration to the exhibition spaces.

humidification, especially in winter months. The overall

© Dapple Photography

to transform

contrasting grey and pink granite and was inspired by the

The design team tackled the brief by working with and

Ventilation in the spaces is provided through concealed

ventilation design provides a quiet system with slow air

temporary

Florentine Palazzo Vecchio. In 2009 Hoskins Architects won

improving the building fabric, adding breathable insulation

louvres supplying at low level with the stack effect being

movements that enhances the appreciation of art without

exhibition spaces

a competition to renovate the 130-year-old Grade A listed

to minimise U-values while allowing moisture transfer. New

used to drive the movement of air within the space. The stack

costing the earth.

to maximise

building, based on a conservation plan, which hoped to

building elements were made to be airtight and, through

effect is a passive ventilation strategy which uses the rising

Lastly accessibility is at the core of the renovation and

visitor numbers,

uncover the hidden logic of the site while enhancing its best

their high thermal performance, the new roof and windows

of warmed air within a space. Supplying slightly cooler air at

this can be observed even before you reach the building

getting people

features.

further reduced energy use by adopting a passive approach.

a low level and extracting at higher level requires less energy

with public realm works: the plaza is now accessible

and makes use of the large spaces within the galleries.

while footways have been widened. There is level access

to revisit the

Aberdeen City Council wanted the renovation project

A passive approach is superior to other techniques as

building to

to provide access for all visitors and create one of the city’s

it reduces the scale of building services required to make

Controlling the infiltration and exfiltration of air

throughout the building and a passenger lift to all floors, a

see visiting

most accessible, welcoming and inspiring buildings. The

the building comfortable. A business-as-usual approach

through the galleries was achieved using motorised louvres,

big upgrade on the goods lift that visitors previously had to

collections in

brief was to upgrade the building fabric, M&E systems,

may have been to install a four-pipe fan coil system to more

so although the scheme used passive elements, there was

use. Accessible toilets, induction hearing loops, interactive

addition to the

create new exhibition spaces, improve collection display

closely control the environment.

control within the building to limit air movement in the

exhibitions and considered fonts all make for a building that

permanent

galleries and to enhance visitor facilities to support a lively

collection.”

public programme of events and activities.

34

This approach, though giving more temperature

spaces. The detailing to make the services within the

is as inclusive as possible and one that will bring visitors

certainty, would have increased the scale of the M&E systems

building so inobtrusive is one of the success stories of the

and locals into Aberdeen to enjoy art in a building which

project.

matches the quality of the exhibits.

The scheme design sought to transform temporary

to be installed within the building, at a higher capital and

exhibition spaces to maximise visitor numbers, getting

operational cost. The designers should be lauded for their

In addition to the strict temperature requirements, the

people to revisit the building to see visiting collections in

effort to make the passive approach work to the benefit of

designers also had to allow for the humidification of the

addition to the permanent collection. The demands of

the project. It also makes the building lower carbon without

spaces to preserve the integrity of the exhibits. The selection

international touring exhibitions meant that the temporary

the addition of renewables. Other passive design features

of breathable insulation was well judged as the allowance
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Environmental Section

1. Winter air is preheated before entering
the gallery.

9

2. Summer cooling

7

9

provided through
high-level automated
windows on ground
floor.

3. Galleries heated

6
8

Temp.Gallery

using underfloor

Circulation /
Function

heating system.

L

4. Summer cooling
provided through high-

?

level insulated duct
with damper on the
first floor.

4

Above and right

5. Exhaust air
through central court

Aberdeen Art Gallery
© Dapple Photography

using stack effect.

Gallery

6. Neutral pressure

5

line –all openings
above this imaginary

3

line operate as outlets.

7. Louvres with

2

dampers provide
natural exhaust.
Closed in winter with

Gallery

heat recovery used

1

instead.

3

8. Close Control
air conditioning in
temporary galleries.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)

Winter air is pre-heated before entering the gallery
Summer cooling provided through high level automated windows on ground floor
Galleries heated using underfloor heating system
Summer coolong provided through high level insulated duct with damper on the first floor
Exhaust air through central court using stack effect
Neutral pressure line - all openings above this imaginery line operate as outlets
Louvres with dampers provide natural exhaust. Closed in winter with heat recovery used instead
Close Control air conditioning in temporary galleries
Solar control glazing limits peak solar gain through new rooflights

9. Solar control
glazing limits peak
solar gain through new
rooflights.

© Buro Happold Limited

Copyright © Buro Happold Limited
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As the building was being
designed, one important
question kept being asked...

...WHICH
EQUIPMENT IS
MOST EFFECTIVE IN
FIRE SAFETY?
SERVICES TO ARCHITECTS
Smoke Control Systems

CFD Modelling

Fire Engineering Solutions

Fire Risk Assessments

Fire Strategies

Fire Safety Design Summary

Bespoke designed systems to prevent the build-up and
spread of hot fire gases and thereby control fire spread.
Bespoke fire engineered designs to meet the
requirements of performance based building codes.
Designed to demonstrate the effectiveness of building
designs in relation to fire safety.

Fire Escape Designs

Demonstrate that all occupants can make a safe escape
in the event of a fire.

The use of computer modelling to predict the movement
of smoke and fire gases within a building.
Provided to architects or project managers as part of the
handing over process for buildings.

Specialists in:
Project Management, Building Surveying,
Quantity Surveying, Principal Designer,
Health & Safety Consultants, Clerk of Works,
Housing Services & Energy Surveyors

Complete the required summary in accordance with
regulation 41 of the Building (Procedure) (Scotland)
Regulations 2004.

Review of Design Fire Safety

Fixed fee review of designs for compliance with building
regulations and fire safety legislation.

For a FREE consultation to find out what fire engineering
can do for you please contact Sandy Killbourn on
T: 01786 449944 • E: enquiry@g-fire.co.uk
www.gartcarronfireengineering.co.uk

Unrivalled
Delivery Network

FE
GARTCARRON FIRE ENGINEERING Ltd.

Designing buildings to save life

Aberdeen
01224 202800

Dundee
01382 220699

Edinburgh
0131 557 9300

Inverness
01463 712239

St Andrews
01334 476469

Dumfries
01387 264333

Dunfermline
01383 731841

Glasgow
0141 331 2807

Perth
01738 631631

Stirling
01786 474476

www.hardies.co.uk
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Change in work:

Architects in a changing climate
The climate emergency means that Business as Usual is no

timber as possible. Timber when used well allows concrete

longer a possibility. There is the need to respond with new

and plastics to be reduced or eliminated.

“These successful
enterprises were
driving healthy

approaches that result in low carbon buildings and places.

Working in the context of a Climate Emergency

MAKAR is a company that delivers just such sustainable

is something that Neil says they have been doing for

local economies

outcomes. Led by Neil Sutherland, MAKAR has evolved

decades. It provides the foundation of their approach to

and delivering

from a small architectural practice into a manufacturer and

delivering healthy & inspired places, and is strengthened

sustainable

developer of low carbon homes with fifty employees. He

by a continuous focus on research and development in

housing in local

believes that rather than facing seemingly insurmountable

their work. They take a realistic and optimistic approach to

communities.”

challenges, we could be Living in Abundance if we alter our

delivering homes that are healthful, joyful and comfortable.

approach.

The future is positive for a zero carbon buildings as the

Neil is an architect, engineer, farmer, forester, developer

materials, components and technology we need are already

All photos

and businessman. He has adapted his business, driven by

available. MAKAR has expansion plans, and scaling up is

House at Duirnish

environmental motives, but also by commercial realities

what is required. Business investment in healthy renewable

© Neil Sutherland

and client demands. Diversifying from architectural

buildings is paramount in order to mainstream solutions.

practice has allowed the business to encompass the Design

There is already a move to an investable Bio-Economy across

for Manufacture and Assembly processes, in turn retaining

Europe, and the built environment needs to be at the heart

control over decisions focussed on improving environmental

of this. The Climate Emergency offers the opportunity to

impact.

see the value that this offers to society, communities and

I first met Neil on a research trip looking at Brettstapel

investors.

Manufacturers in the Black Forest. We were there to see the

Re-skilling the workforce is paramount. Neil believes

innovative ecological use of the local supply chain resulting

that this is possible through multi-skilled individuals

in regular but inspiring timber homes, delivered by a

working in multi-skilled teams. This is where the practice

network of local sustainable forests, sawmills and family

of architecture and the profession needs to change in his

owned carpentry businesses. These successful enterprises

view. MAKAR holds multi-team meetings every week across

were driving healthy local economies and delivering

the whole organisation. They work to understand how value

sustainable housing in local communities. This reflects what

is created at every stage of the process, and how this can

MAKAR is working to achieve in Scotland. I interviewed Neil

be continuously improved. Constantly evolving and striving

for this article and am hugely grateful to him.

to improve the outcomes they create, there is a sense of

Asked why timber is so important, Neil believes

excitement of what is possible. Better homes, places and lives

that timber is such a useful and necessary material for a

is the prize alongside an abundant and healthy environment,

sustainable future. It provides Conservation by Use, and for

and this is something we can all get really excited about.

buildings, in the simple act of locking in carbon. But you

Dr Kate Carter

need to know what you are doing with it. MAKAR has been

Edinburgh School of Architecture and Landscape

developing skills in using Highland sourced timber through

Architecture, University of Edinburgh

designing and constructing buildings with as much regional
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Change in the industry:

A circular economy design approach
“Circular Economy

The guiding principles of a Circular Economy are to conserve

Designers play a fundamental role in delivering a future

and value all of the resources we use. We can achieve this by

Circular Economy built environment. It is a role that requires

policy and

limiting the use of non-renewable resources, being resource

being a changer and an influencer. Architects are important

planning can have

efficient in all our activities and not throwing anything away.

decision makers, influencing clients and taking a sector

a huge positive

When we apply these principles to the built environment,

responsibility to change how and from what our buildings

impact on our

they need to be applied at both a strategic planning and

are constructed. For too long our procurement system has

communities and

a detailed design level for all future developments to be

been driven by short term budgets and profits over whole

environment.”

resource efficient across all aspects of the sector.

life costs and quality. As a result we have had decades of

So for example, a new housing development should be

poor quality, linear economy buildings. Architects now need

located, laid out and designed to use a minimum amount of

to step up and ensure all of our future buildings are fit for a

raw materials, and ensure those materials can be recovered

‘one planet future’.

and reused again and again. In addition, a circular economy

It will take collaboration with planners, contractors

development ensures that the people that occupy those

and clients to achieve this, as well as a modernisation of

houses use less resources throughout their lives, as they need

the industry to change attitudes to material use, building

less energy to heat, use less materials during retrofits or

methods and the use of digital communication and

maintenance as they are designed for adaption and in layers.

monitoring tools.

With the principles applied across cities and area planning
transportation costs and impacts will be reduced. Natural

This may seem the right way to go but it also may seem
like an impossible dream.

materials and place setting will increase the wellness of the

So where do we begin?

residents improving their health and reducing their impact
on our health services.
Circular Economy policy and planning can have a huge

Above

© Clive Bowman

As architects, applying the principles of Circular
Economy design to all our building designs is a good start.
1)

Construction Alliander
offices, Duiven,
Netherlands

3) Are you maximising the use of pre-used or recycled
materials in your building design?

and Pluton Engineering Ltd on a Deconstruction Working
Group. One of the tasks this group has set itself is to build

4) Is your building providing a space for occupiers so they

up a public library of Scottish case studies where circular

will use less resources? Is it adaptable to changing

economy design principles, however isolated, have been

needs? Is it energy efficient? Will occupiers be physically

applied. We need to demonstrate the possible and inspire

and mentally healthy, and productive?

change, but also show that may of the design principles
needed are not difficult to achieve.

Can you minimise the use of raw materials? – do you

Zero Waste Scotland is the Scottish Government’s main

positive impact on our communities and environment.

need a new building, or can you improve the utilisation

delivery agent for promoting a Circular Economy built

Working collaboratively across the industry we can

The built environment sector currently accounts for 50%

of existing ones, can you refurbish or retrofit exiting

environment. We provide specialist design, procurement

achieve the changes we need to embrace the circular

of Scotland’s resource use. It is also responsible for 40% of

buildings?

and digital technology support to clients, designers

economy and develop a built environment to address the

Scotland’s carbon emissions through both embodied and

2) Can you design new buildings to ensure that all the

and contractors. We collaborate with key stakeholder

climate emergency.

operational activities. Circular Economy policy and planning

materials that go into it are fully recoverable and can be

organisations to participate in a variety of policy informing

Clive Bowman

will also have a positive impact on businesses, increasing

used again. Essentially is the building built with quality

and knowledge transfer activities.

Circular Economy Construction Project Manager, Zero Waste

supply chain resilience and certainty, in very uncertain

materials and is it deconstructable?

Zero Waste Scotland sits alongside the Construction

times.
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CIRCULAR
CONSTRUCTION
TO REDUCE
CARBON

Change your credentials:

RIAS Sustainability Accreditation
The RIAS Sustainability Accreditation Scheme

Like the Conservation Scheme, peer review

agenda. So what of the future? And what does

was launched in 2003 as a result of DETR

is relied upon to assess those applicants who

it mean for Sustainability Accreditation? It

funded research by Sandy Halliday Hon

can demonstrate that they have delivered

requires much greater promotion by the RIAS,

FRIAS. Based on the precedent of the RIAS

projects which address the issues laid out in

surely it should be a minimum requirement

Conservation Accreditation, it is an evidence

the RIAS’s Environmental Statement. First

in any procurement process? It requires more

based individual award to “both recognise

published in 1997, it was revised in 2016 and

Members who are already delivering sustainable

the additional skills, vigilance and hard work

again more recently, in the light of the RIAS’s

projects to join and take full advantage of the

necessary to deliver more sustainable buildings

Declaration of a Climate Emergency.

status it confers and bolster the professions

and also to draw client attention to the value

A GLOBAL CLIMATE EMERGENCY HAS BEEN DECLARED. THE SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT HAS SET A TARGET
TO REDUCE GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS TO NET-ZERO BY 2045. THE BUILT ENVIRONMENT SECTOR
HAS A KEY ROLE TO PLAY IN HELPING TO REDUCE CLIMATE IMPACTS.
Adopting circular economy approaches to construction helps to conserve resources, and reduce carbon
emissions, by “making things last”. Zero Waste Scotland is funded by the Scottish Government and
the European Structural Fund to provide free support to help accelerate circular economy in the
construction sector.
As designers you play an influential role with clients and teams in helping to develop a built environment fit
for the future. Working together we can go further and faster in tackling climate change.
Contact us to start collaborating and make your project more circular.
Email circularconstruction@zerowastescotland.org.uk

zerowastescotland.org.uk

Statement

lead on these issues. There should perhaps be a

of these additional skills” (Halliday). At the

recognises six strategic considerations that

CPD pathway that gets students, graduates and

launch thirteen architects in Scotland were

are at the core of delivering responsible

Members the recognition of having engaged

acknowledged for their practical achievements

interventions in the built environment: use

with the issues even if they have not been

in sustainable design. The Scheme was the

resources effectively, minimise pollution, create

able to fully delivering on projects just yet. It

first in the world. It was last refreshed in early

healthy environments, support communities,

requires practices to support their employees

2009 and there are currently 37 members of

enhance biodiversity and manage the process.

in applying, and considering accreditation in

the Scheme, 3 of whom are recognised at the

In order to become accredited by the

their recruitment. Finally, all RIAS awards must

‘Advanced’ level.

The

RIAS

Environmental

Scheme, candidates must be able to show that

take sustainability into account.

At the time of the launch of the original

they have delivered projects which address

The RIAS should provide more support,

Scheme I had my doubts. It should be an

some or all of these considerations. Those at

such as project review process through RIAS

ethical duty that all Architects understand

the ‘Advanced’ level have also to show that

Consultancy, as well as providing CPD and

and respond to the need to create a socially,

they have taken a lead to educate and promote

lobbying to persuade government, clients and

financially and environmentally sustainable

sustainability issues within the profession.

other stakeholders to promote the services of

built environment, why then did we need a

‘Sustainability’ slipped down the agenda

Scheme to make that happen? Sandy won me

following the financial collapse. A collapse

The current agenda means that the new

round with the argument that a mechanism

caused by an unsustainable financial model,

Sustainability Working Group established by

was needed to ensure those committed to

which led to inflated property prices. We are still

RIAS Council are well placed to deliver on these

sustainability are recognised, visible and

suffereing from the social and environmental

and many more issues.

actively promoted in order to embed those

fallout that caused when the bubble burst.

Dr. Richard Atkins FRIAS RIBA

values throughout the profession. The case for

Climate Change is back at the top of the

Sustainability Accredited Architects.

With thanks to Prof. Sandy Halliday Hon FRIAS

this has never been stronger.
RIAS Quarterly Issue 40 Winter 2019/2020
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5

How would you rate your understanding of
the following?
The concept of sustainability

0

Climatic breakdown’s effect on the built
environment
The environmental impact of architecture
The concept of ecology
Ecology within the built environment
Sustainable design
Regenerative sustainability

Change in learning:

Sustainable development

Architecture in (the climate) crisis

The built environment’s impact on human
health
Passive design strategies
Adaptive reuse

This piece began during Scott’s return journey from Extinction Rebellion’s International Rebellion in London in the October of 2019 following presenting at the RIAS

From Student Understanding of Sustainability in

Convention 2019 “Climate of Opinion” earlier in the month; it was then expanded upon in the wake of the first meeting of the RIAS Sustainability Working Group.

the Built Environment (McAulay, 2019)

In the context of a climate emergency – as our

contribution to climate change; deciding to

are not mandatory course modules in the

Applying a similar approach to address

and its policy makers so our reach of influence

first geological epoch in which the earth has

planet’s natural systems unravel as a result of

positively invert those disenchantments whilst

contemporary architectural education system:

the – now quantified – Knowledge Gap in

is broad and whilst our historical influence

been pushed beyond its natural limits; humans

human activity, contemporary architectural

on exchange at the University of Dalhousie in

this does not adequately or appropriately

Scottish architecture student understanding

may have waned, we are still afforded

did this damage in a few short centuries so the

education is nowhere near enough: both in

Nova Scotia. An education system that barely

prepare future practitioners for the world in

of sustainability in the built environment led

significant status. What we must do is use that

architectural and CPD being delivered must

the realms of academia and CPD. For too long

references the climate crisis – I count three

which they shall work.

to the initiation of the Crisis Studio. As it is

privileged position to catalyse and champion

now catch up to reflect this new context. We

sustainability has been applied as medicine to a

times in my own Scottish experience including

Whilst city after city declared a climate

being delivered – or not – in the traditional

an emergency response to the climate crisis

are now aware of the impact of every line that

refusal to build in line with the earth’s existing

one unhelpfully citing that we are all doomed

emergency with no immediate follow through,

curriculum, knowledge around sustainable

everywhere we can affect: in our work, in the

we draw and of every material we specify so no

eco-systems and to eradicate toxic materials

by rising seas any way; contains no practical

I identified a rather significant problem: there

design is not being taught in a way or to an

professional landscape and on the streets when

one can plead ignorance.

from our built environment. This must change,

preparation for practising within climate

was no plan of action for its community to take.

extent to adequately prepare students to

need be.

and now: this is not a drill.

breakdown; and has no guarantee of climate

Instead of the design studio “throw a building

understand the technicalities of sustainable

Architecture doing avoidable environ-

phenomenon although it is finally starting

emergency

(that can be beautifully rendered for the end-of-

architecture nor the philosophy that underpins

mental harm is bad architecture, and any

to receive the focus it necessitates thanks to

You cannot save the world whilst you
occupy an ivory tower as most architecture

compliance

cannot

continue

without an addressal.

The climate emergency is no recent

year exhibition) at it” approach I chose to design

it: the optimistic figure of understanding

education that does not prepare practitioners

activist groups such as Extinction Rebellion

schools and institutions do, so we must begin

Part of the problem is the design studio

a solution storming response. Using a clear

was 59% (McAulay, 2019). In response to this

and students to produce restorative architecture

and the Youth Strike for Climate so it is time

their immediate (metaphorical) deconstruction

model prescribing a (new) building as the

method and activist facilitation techniques –

the Anthropocene Architectures School is

is not fit for purpose. This is not a debate:

that architecture stepped up to an extent that

and radical redirection. We do not have time for

solution to all conceivable problems and social

administered by Extinction Rebellion Scotland

creating a series of spaces for the passing on

these are empirical facts that we must imbed

matches the magnitude of the climate crisis. To

token gestures or slight tweaks as the current

ills. More than 85% of the buildings we are

members – for inclusivity, these workshops

of this knowledge directly from practitioners

in our discourse. A critical point of discussion

declare an emergency with no befitting follow-

way of doing things has proven incapable of

going to use in 2050 already exist (UKGBC 2019),

reconnect silos in city infrastructure: first by

to students in the form of Emergency Reviews

at the last meeting of the RIAS Sustainability

through is not only to fail future generations, it

rising to the task at hand – it is either catch up

so endlessly building anew is not possible:

identifying issues stopping cities being climate

and Tutorials. There is no time to wait whilst

Working Group surrounded the individual

is to actively betray them: so, the time for that

or begin anew. We must leave it behind and

resource-wise, as we have been in worsening

emergency ready; participants then devise

outdated curriculums are ever-so gradually

response of each Scottish school of architecture

follow-through is now.

design a befitting emergency response: after

ecological overshoot for 50 years (GFN, 2019),

potential solutions and then they prescribe

“updated”: 2020 is cited to be a critical cut-

to the Climate Emergency: does each have an

Scott McAulay

all, we are still designers – are we not?

spatially

immense

actionable pathways to each solution. The

off point in mitigating climate change (IPCC,

actionable plan to ensure a Climate Emergency

Coordinator of the Anthropocene Architecture

I initiated the Anthropocene Architecture

embodied carbon contained by our built

outputs of these are set to be made open

2018), we have months to act not years – we are

Compliant education, and shall it be made

School / Member of the RIAS Sustainability

School as a proactive response to slamming

environment. Dangerously though adaptive

source so cities can share an accumulation of

in a crisis now.

public? On behalf of the group, I would like to

Working Group

into subjective academic walls whilst not

reuse, conservation, ecology, post-occupancy

knowledge to speed up each on their journey

being educated on the built environment’s

evaluation, retrofit and zero carbon buildings

to becoming Climate Emergency Ready.
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considering
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Architectural practitioners are the nexus
between many players in the built environment
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invite each of the five schools to respond.
Today, we live in the Anthropocene: the
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Change in learning:

Saving humanity, one architect at a time
Psychologically, it is tough for us environmentalists. Our

This leads to cognitive dissonance and we are breaking

1

meetings, not one linked to the economic powerhouses or

meetings are something akin to Monty Python’s “The Four

under the strain of a system demanding constant growth

and our historic

architecture2030.org/

disciplines that could transform our system.

Yorkshiremen” sketch, outdoing ourselves to bemoan the

that is killing humanity. No wonder we descend to a life of

carbon already

buildings_problem_why/

Architecture, the foundation of the 40% of carbon

vertical forests is not the answer: closing and demolishing

coming human catastrophe. We rarely get invites to parties

work-focused business, the hedonism of porn and online

emitted, ask

emitted globally building buildings and running them1, can

them may be. Dare we ditch the airports, the cargo ships,

and are avoided in the street.

games.

others to not cut

and must be a transformational change leader.

the concrete?

“We deny history

down their forests

We do however live on a beautiful, unique planet

500 years of ‘exploration’, ‘discovery’ and exploitation,

which we seem incapable of properly valuing, caring for or

the rape and pillage of indigenous peoples and nature

changing, living our lives ignoring multiple threats to our

links through history and time to those benefiting from the

when we have cut

eco-system. We have a crisis of faith and a deepening loss

system today. This is deep trauma. We deny history and our

and dug ours.”

into hedonistic activities. We have lost so much already, and
mourn the future presently.
Our system is complex, man-made, it responds with
hypocritical and conflicting advice by telling us it is our fault

and dig their coal

Think transformatively: be innovative, discard old
materials, conserve, think in lifecycles, go beyond biophilic

Listen to young architects and students: whilst you’ll

design and root buildings in ways that give back to nature.

be dead before the Earth is uninhabitable, they will not be

Join with the wisdom of indigenous peoples, and create a

historic carbon already emitted, ask others to not cut down

and face starvation, mass migrations, global heat-death

world built on social as well as environmental justice.

their forests and dig their coal when we have cut and dug

and ecological collapse. Any amount of Audi 4x4s and big

John Thorne

ours. Psychological hypocrisy upon hypocrisy.
Since the great Polymaths of da Vinci and von

Above

by our choices, and that our choices can mend the system. To

Humboldt, science and art have become siloed, fractured,

keep us buying things that should never have been made we

scared remnants of human knowledge. Unable to usefully

Climate emergency
demonstration, Glasgow
School of Art

are told to recycle in ways that will never see them reused.

cooperate, we have endless agonised environmental

© John Thorne
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Imagine a just world you want to see and backcast to
now, how do we design such a world?

Look down through layers of the system to see the
real cause: responses such as beautifying motorways with

RIAS Quarterly Issue 40 Winter 2019/2020

fenced-in houses will not save them. We must address these
issues now, for them.
Work urgently across all disciplines and with universities

John Thorne is an environmentalist and developmental
specialist, working as Sustainability Coordinator at Glasgow

and colleges: this must feel like we are on a war footing,

School of Art, and is Secretary of Climate Psychology Alliance

focused on one goal, that of survival.

Scotland

RIAS Quarterly Issue 40 Winter 2019/2020
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Change in place:

Designing for a changing climate
Designing Zero Carbon Places

To support the Scottish Government’s efforts, we have

“The urgent need

Climate Change is one of the biggest issues facing Scotland

recently started to pilot a new area of work in collaboration

for everyone to

Above

and the world today. How we plan, design and develop

with their Energy & Climate Change Directorate. Working

work together

Climate emergency
demonstration

places has a significant impact on our ability to respond

initially with four local authorities to test new approaches to

to tackle the

to the climate emergency and our need to reduce carbon

planning for zero carbon places, we will share what we learn

climate crisis was

Photo by Markus Spiske on

emissions.

to help others address decarbonisation and responding to a

highlighted at

Unsplash

The urgent need for everyone to work together to
Left
Infill House
© A&DS

changing climate.

this year’s RIAS
Convention and

tackle the climate crisis was highlighted at this year’s RIAS
Convention and we know from the many exemplar schemes

Whole Place Approach

we know from the

across the country that architects already take designing

At the moment the approach to carbon reduction and climate

many exemplar

and building sustainably very seriously. However, the scale

change targets tends to be technical or sector focused but it

schemes across

of the challenge means there is more to be done, particularly

is clear that on its own this is not enough. We believe that

the country that

in how we plan the future of our places in the face of the

through a whole place approach across a range of scales, we

architects already

Climate Emergency.

can help local authorities develop local responses that work

take designing

for each community. In this way, we will not only support

and building

decarbonisation but also create great places for people.

sustainably very

Quality of Life
It is therefore significant that the Scottish Government has

We are in no doubt about the need to decarbonise our

identified the built environment as the key to achieving the

places and to do so quickly. We believe by taking a whole-

objectives of Scotland’s Climate Change Plan. As Scotland’s

place approach we can use this opportunity to create

design champion, we welcome this and are confident that

vibrant, well-functioning and sustainable places for people

designing places to be more climate and carbon considerate

across Scotland.

also makes them healthier, greener and more inclusive. All

www.ads.org.uk

seriously.”

of which helps improve the quality of lives of the people
living there.
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The cycle of life:

Reimagining, revitalising and reinventing our spaces
Space is a universal constraint, and with the UN

minimalist monolithic ceilings with no visible grid.

Armstrong’s Bioguard range offers antimicrobial

projecting that 68% of the world’s population

Safeguarding period aesthetics during a

performance together with cleanability and

will live in urban areas by 2050, time is also

refurbishment can add complexity to installing

constrained in how we make the most of the

the services to upgrade the building. Here it pays

Downward demountable systems such as

space available to us.

resistance to disinfectants.

to think modular, for example, Armstrong’s Axiom

Ultima+, Optima and Dune eVo have vector edge

There’s little ‘new’ space to work with though.

canopy. It also addresses one common complaint

details ideal for monolithic ceilings. Given small

New buildings are judged on their environmental

about renovating older buildings: their small

plenum spaces, specifying this kind of system can

footprints, developments are bound by planning,

plenum spaces by maximising space beneath the

reduce the risk of damage to essential features. It

and urban sprawl is prevented through green belt

ceiling.

can also free up lettable space.

Modernising the soundscape

The cycle continues

initiatives. Listed, heritage and historic buildings
are protected from demolition or redevelopment.
One of the ways we can cope is simply by

The acoustic performance of period buildings is

Most older buildings were here long before LEED

repurposing and recycling such spaces, through

often inadequate and with noise pollution a clear

or BREEAM. Today however, every aspect of every

intelligent and sensitive modernisation, as well

threat to wellbeing, the construction industry

space needs to consider sustainability. Whether

as by ‘upcycling’ them in ways that respect their

has a responsibility to ensure that upcycling old

that’s securing wellbeing through light, acoustic

past.

spaces upgrades their soundscapes, inside and

and thermal comfort, or factoring in recyclability,

out.

upcycling spaces means making them a more

Here, we address some key considerations.

From mixed-use developments to offices,

environmentally-conscious part of our ecosystem.

Evolving the aesthetic

each requires its own balance of acoustics.

Systems that are Cradle to Cradle CertifiedTM can

The trend towards open-plan, minimalist spaces

Getting that balance right should play a major

add critical points to refurbishment and upcycling

is at odds with the smaller, more confined yet

role in the choice of ceiling systems.

projects.

more ornate spaces of yesterday. So, when

This question of balance also extends to

One day, every building will be re-purposed

working with older buildings, the most striking

aesthetics, with the ideal situation perfectly

and re-used. There’s an opportunity lying in every

consideration is retaining the visual style of the

blending form and function. Circular Axiom

space. It’s up to us to make the most of it.

past while updating materials, technologies and

canopies deliver a contemporary look in interior

functionality.

spaces while concealing services and outdated

To learn how Armstrong Ceiling Solutions

features.

can help you reimagine your spaces, visit

Whatever a heritage space is upcycled for,

www.armstrongceilingsolutions.co.uk.

there is a distinct need to maximise light, indoor
air quality and acoustics. Given the smaller

Making yesterday’s spaces fit for every day

window designs common in older buildings,

Even the most ambitious upcycling project needs

Armstrong Ceiling Solutions

integrating new ceiling technologies with high

to be practicable, especially given the likely need

Kingsway South Team Valley

light reflectance and minimal VOC emissions can

to upgrade the building’s technical features.

Gateshead NE11 0SP

help retain aesthetics.

Ceilings should be easy to cut, manipulate and

United Kingdom

customise.

T. 0800 371 849

Armstrong’s Perla range can help bathe
interior spaces in natural light while maintaining

Mineral tiles are ideal - easy to replace,

comfortable temperatures and air quality without

minimising downtime and lifecycle costs. This

detracting from period features. Ultima and

is especially pertinent where cleanliness is

Finesse feature the latest edge detail, creating

paramount, such as in healthcare. In such cases,
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James Miller Award

Right
Interior, Wemyss Bay
Station, James Miller.

RIAS James Miller Award

© Courtesy of Famedram
Publishers

Introduction

In 1993 RIAS published James Miller 1860-1947

students have been provided with finance for

My cousin George McNaught, one of the

which Audrey Sloan and I authored; with

fees, for travel (to and from the UK), and for

Trustees of the Mabel Harper Trust approached

editing by Charles McKean. This architectural

materials as well as for simple subsistence.

me in 2005 with a proposal to establish a student

biography was wonderfully supported by

This immensely valuable support has been

award for architects as a fitting tribute to the

Mabel Harper, Miller’s youngest daughter. In

recognised in the many superb letters of thanks

legacy of her father, James Miller. But it was not

her foreword she acknowledges it as both a

that the RIAS and the Trust have received from

until 2007, led by the Secretary & Treasurer of the

personal tribute to her father, moderated by

students over the years of the fund. Travel to

RIAS, that the nature of the award, to assist and

her recognition of the three main supports

Venice. Travel back (at a crucial time) from

support (British) architecture students studying

to Miller – the brilliant draughtsmen – Gunn,

Kenya. Model making for degree projects

also a client of his – Stirling Station: remodelled

at Scottish Universities was finally determined

Walker and Manson, as well as its significance

and uplift for profession studies as well as

by Miller himself in later years.

and launched. Since then over 40 students have

as documentation of the changing nature of

basic hardship are just some of the individual

benefitted from the generous donations made

Scottish architecture across his long career.

requests received by the Trust.

A similar series of transformations were

“Once again I would like to send my

underway in architecture from the neo-gothic

warmest wishes and thanks to the

In his early thirties Miller had set up

of high Victoriana through Arts and Crafts, Art

Trustees for the help received and I

practice on his own account at 223 W. George

Nouveau and early modernism as promoted

am pleased to inform you that I will

by the Trust, enabling them to complete their

After her death in 2001, the Mabel Harper

Street in Glasgow, the city on which he made

in post- Weissenhoff Europe. Miller’s own

graduate in June 2010 with a Master of

course in architecture; students who otherwise

Trust promoted her further wish that an annual

his greatest impact, and which would be the

architecture responded to these changing times

Architecture degree.”

would never have had the opportunity to follow

award be set up in her father’s name to support

“I am writing to you with much gratitude

source of his greatest patronage for most

and styles and was at the heart of what Sir Giles

their chosen profession.

impoverished architecture students.

for the above award which I received at

of his professional life. A robust fortitude,

Gilbert Scott expressed as the debate between

the beginning of this year. The receipt of

no doubt created in Perthshire, ensured his

the functionalism of the scientific mind and the

Although his work for Caledonian Railway

these funds lifted a considerable load

sterling professional career, in spanning almost

traditionalism of the romantic movement, the

in the five years from 1888 took him across

The RIAS is enormously grateful to the
commitment which the Trust has given over the
last twelve years and the letters of appreciation

“Without the funds I have strong doubts

from my shoulders and were enormously

sixty years, encompassed the period of huge

resolution of a Miller project always combining

Scotland, from Turnberry to Gleneagles, it is

which they have had from the recipients of the

that I would have been able to continue

helpful in allowing me to fully focus my

transformation in British society from the Boer

leading-edge technical advances with stylistic

his impact on the commercial heart of Glasgow

awards (extracts of which are given here) are

the course at all and I am extremely

efforts on my coursework without taking

War, through both World Wars, to Beveridge

trends. None more so than in perhaps his finest

that remains his true architectural legacy.

testimony to the difference the work of the Trust

grateful. I ended Honours year on a high

on a part-time job to fund my education at

and the Welfare State.

building – the head office of the Union Bank

Alongside only JJ Burnett with a similar impact

has made. The donations are now drawing to a

note with my work being presented at our

the same time.”

of Scotland (Commercial Bank) in St Vincent

perhaps, Miller’s architecture transformed the

close and this will be the final year of the Award.

end of year crit and with my graduation in

Street which he won in competition in 1924.

image of the city as an international financial

The living legacy of James Miller will be those

December at I was awarded a 2.1 Honours

architects who have qualified with the help of the

degree.”

Trust.

“I write to thank you again for your decision

In 1910, The Institute of Civil Engineers

centre modelled on North America rather than

in January of this year to grant me the

at One George Street, Westminster near-by

Perth architect Andrew Heiton, himself a pupil

James Miller Award. It made a terrific

the Houses of Parliament and the follow-on

By the end of the interwar years the area of

At 17 Miller, a farmer’s son, was articled to

London.

of Sir Norman Shaw. Ms. Harper’s bequest in part

difference … As you would expect, the

Institution of Mechanical Engineers adjacent

the city from George Square to his later office

PPRIAS pays tribute to the work of James

The James Miller Award was finally set up in

recognised her father’s humble beginnings as

bulk of the award went towards covering

on Birdcage Walk, his most significant major

on Blythswood Square had more than a dozen

Miller, marking his importance in the Scottish

2006 and has done much to provide a financial

an apprentice in rural Perthshire. A period with

my living expenses during the academic

competition

his

significant buildings by Miller. These together

architectural scene and the generosity of the

lift to our future generations of Scottish

its own hardships for Miller. Yet by 1888, when

term. The weight it took off my shoulders

stature as a pre-eminent Edwardian architect

with the momentum created in nascent careers

Mabel Harper Trust in having established and

architects. After twelve years in operation the

he was 28, he was already a senior architect in

was tremendous.”

yet ironically these two projects, his only

by the RIAS James Miller Award, will ensure

supported an award in his name.

generosity of the trust cannot continue that

the Caledonian Railway offices in Glasgow. A

major works outside Scotland would never be

Millers work remains with us.

Marjorie Appleton FRIAS RIBA

support, yet over the period more than forty

move supported by Heiton as the railway was

repeated.

Prof. Gordon Murray PPRIAS RIBA

In the following article Gordon Murray
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A mature student on sustainability
Mature architecture students are not common,

whether more should be taught at university.

The course is intensely informative and

with such few post-graduate options available

Of course there are those who resist and think

yet it simplifies the building envelope. The

and the prospect of seven years to full

that architectural education should remain

principle of providing air tightness and

qualification, that is understandable. Having

focused on the social artform, and others

circulating all air flow in a controlled manner

taken the plunge, after 15 years as a mechanical

who think there should be reform. Some of

enormously simplifies the energy balance.

engineer, I can say “I get it”! The classes in

the architects I speak to want more tools to

A simplification that is made evident by the

abstraction and the time spent focusing on

help achieve sustainable design and wonder

software for Passivhaus, which is merely a

the emotions and feelings that spaces develop

how other architects achieve such freedom

spreadsheet (albeit an elaborate one).

was all time well spent. Having pushed my

with glass facades and still remain energy

vocabulary to new limits I understand why

compliant!

Given the current environmental urgency,
surely we can elevate sustainability in the

architects speak with images and drawings

But what remains clear is that the world

curriculum and give students the chance to

rather than words. Good architecture is hard and

needs to progress to a point where every

embrace other skills like passive design. There

takes a lot of thought and practice to achieve.

building we build and renovate is sustainable

is such a diversity of character in students

Above and right
Goldsmith Street,
Norwich, Mikhall Riches.

So now I find myself at Part 1, looking for

and has a zero carbon footprint. So where do

who choose to study architecture, with some

a placement, and my unwillingness to uproot

architects acquire these skills? We all know how

who would not look out of place studying

from rural Aberdeenshire seems to hinder my

busy and overworked architects are. The answer

contemporary arts, social science, or even

prospects. Do I take a job at a large company,

is teaching at all levels, but this must include a

engineering. Many of them are empowered

and work on a very small part of a large

better understanding at university level.

by the climate emergency, and if they have

project, or do I hold out for a smaller practice

For my sins I used to work in the fossil fuels

a better grasp of the science, let’s give them

that will expose me to the front line of design?

industry and part of my motivation for a career

options and allow them to develop those skills,

Well when you change careers and commit to

change was a yearning for creativity, but the

to build better than the building standards, to

starting again, you don’t settle for ‘nearly-there’.

other part was a desire to do something that

develop sustainability as a skill.

My thoughts on sustainability are the

would save the planet, not destroy it.

I would like to see architecture students

same and I have found the content of my

With a view that my architecture course

being enabled. Enabled through sustainability

architectural training a little lacking in this

had not gone far enough on sustainability,

options in their study, enabled through the

regard. Sustainability is covered in lectures and

and with my extant knowledge of physics

institutions, such as the Passivhaus Trust, and

studios, and we are lucky to have some resident

and maths, I naturally gravitated towards the

enabled through better collaboration with

expertise in passive design, but it rarely

Passivhaus Standard, arguably the best standard

other disciplines at a school level, enabled

appears in marking criteria, and the definition

for user comfort and a ready made solution for

to bring all forms of sustainability to the

of sustainability is not really explored.

low or zero carbon. To my disappointment, I

workplace and society.
Matthew Clubb

I have made a point of seeking the opinion

found that UK Passivhaus organisations would

of architects and educational professionals

not offer student discounts, so I travelled to

regarding the question of sustainability and

Darmstadt, Germany, where they do.
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Sustainability

Install new Superglass
and you’re not just building
new homes. It’s like you’re
planting new trees.

Representing RIAS Students
I was recently appointed as representative of

and

considered

sustainable development whilst mitigating

students across Scotland in the Sustainability

designing around a sustainable concept from

carbon usage. Of course, this is a great start, but

Working Group, as part of this role, I was asked

the outset?”

the teaching of sustainability in the universities

been

asked,

“have

you

to write about how the students across the

When talking with my peers you can

across Scotland and the UK needs to be one of

five architecture schools see the future of a

see the general angst even at the mention

the first focuses. The experience of learning is

sustainable future within Scottish architecture.

of sustainability. It’s not something that’s

based on the proficiency and specialisms of our

You may not have heard of the group,

pushed enough in the architecture schools to

tutors. If the tutor is interested in sustainability

probably because we have only just held our

the point where upon arrival at Part I or Part

you can be sure every person in that group

first meeting at the end of October. The group

II placements, key skills that are assumed to

will have it as a driver in their design, if not,

strives to define the principles of how we can

have been taught in university are severely

it’s apparent in their design work that it’s an

reduce the impact our profession negatively

lacking. At my Part I placement, the practice

afterthought.

contributes to the planet. Surprisingly, there

had a specialised ‘Green Team,’ of which I

Finishing my master’s degree in May, I know

are less than 50 architects in Scotland who

was a part, and this is where my appetite on a

that the state of the planet, for what will be

are Sustainability Accredited by the RIAS,

sustainable approach grew. At first, I thought

much of my career, is going to be unpredictable.

contrasting the ever-increasing urgency within

that was a great step forward in tackling the

I need to understand the implications of all my

most organizations to aid the fight against

issue, but then I realised that everyone in the

design decisions, not only on the buildings

climate change, yet, no tangible action has yet

practice should be in this team, attending the

aesthetic or feel, but on the environment too.

been implemented, either through education

sustainable/environmental focused lunchtime

Without a lot of self-studying on the issue, I

or the profession.

CPD’s. A similar issue was brought up in the

don’t believe I would be in a strong position to

The thought of any architect not having a

Sustainability Working Group; should there

make solid choices as yet. I believe that going

sustainable conscious mind is bewildering. We

even be a Sustainability Accreditation? Should

forward, a Sustainability Accredited architect

must ask ourselves why sustainability is not

every architect not now be going forward with

should be the standard coming out of university

at the forefront of design work from day one

this as a base of knowledge?

if we are to have any hope of seriously making

in architecture school. Personally, it has taken

RIAS and RIBA have both themselves

me until my master’s year before I have had a

declared a Climate Emergency, urging the

on the environment.

meaningful discussion around sustainability

profession to do everything possible to promote

Graeme Deacon

Over its lifetime, insulating one house could save
as much CO2 as planting 212 trees. That’s why
at Superglass, we put more thought into energy
efficiency. Take our new glass wool insulation,
manufactured using state-of-the-art technology.
Made using up to 84% recycled glass, it’s quicker
to install, easier to transport and offers superior
levels of thermal and acoustic protection.
Has anyone ever put more thought into insulation?

a reduction on the impact our profession has

Far left
Break out spaces utilise
the natural southern
daylight in the atrium.
© Associated Architects

Left
The South West
Elevation with solar
shading strategy of the
Mathematical Sciences
Building at Warwick
University.
© Associated Architects

A more intelligent approach to insulation
superglass.co.uk
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Crumble

Crumble

Opposite page and
right
Crumble Issue 4
© Thomas Scott

Moment,
movement
“Are We Sitting Comfortably?”

Balancing the immediacy of these issues with a

Crumble is an

This question lay at the heart of Issue 4 of Crumble Magazine,

provocation inclusive of a wider discussion, and yet one

architectural magazine

launched in May this year, and has shaped our thoughts and

not branded solely as a ‘crisis’, led to our theme for Crumble

edited and published

activities over the last 12 months. From reflection on the

Issue 5: ‘moment, movement’. Both terms carry enormous

in Edinburgh. We

range of articles, creative writing and illustrations wrapped

agency, and their pairing is illustrative of the significance

seek to break down

between the covers of the magazine and, through responses

of their relationship. Movement is dynamic, progressive

traditional architectural

to our exhibition at the Lighthouse in Glasgow as part of

and decisive, pushing beyond ideas and shifting discussion

discourse to widen the

Architecture Fringe 2019, two key interpretations have

into action. Individuals move in complex and untraceable

conversation around

emerged.

motions through cities and spaces and, in doing so, exhibit

architecture in a manner

The first takes up the challenge: we should not be sitting

the opportunity and possibility of enacting change. The

that is accessible to all.

comfortably when, as individuals with a stake in the built

movement is a group too: driven by a collective ethos and

The Crumble community

environment, we are facing threats to our cities and our

ambition, movements drive progress.

brings together students

futures. These come in varied forms and scales, and open the

The moment is an elusive measurement of time,

door for innovation, collaboration and determination to rise
above discomfort and tackle problems ahead.

and professionals from

We’re delighted to

capturing and holding a temporal interval in place. A

a range of subjects

have been invited

moment focusses the attention and a movement is often

and backgrounds and

to contribute to this

Following this, we recognise the value of comfort as

a response to a moment in time. For Crumble, too, the

provides a platform for

RIAS Quarterly, and

an influencing factor in delivering change. Our homes and

moment is important as a space outside of time: when one

anybody with an interest

particularly that Cecile, a

the buildings we frequent create places of comfort. Our

can ‘take a moment’, there is space and time to breathe.

in architecture and the

member of the Crumble

individual identity, strengthened, perhaps, by allegiance

Creative thought and reflection rely on this opportunity in a

built environment. Issue

team since the very first

to building, street or city, brings us comfort when we reach

hectic and rushed world and, taking time to stop, think, and

5’s forward-looking

issue and our highly

beyond. Architecture facilitates the rituals of our lives,

then move forwards with purpose is critical to our approach.

provocation is reflective

talented cover artist

of an exciting moment

for Issue 4, has been

heralds the familiar, and structures the uncomfortable.

In many ways, this represents a continuation in

So, we are not sitting comfortably and, as Crumble moves

emphasis; building on our discomfort and cognisant of the

in our story, as a new

able to contribute her

forward, we have been driven by the strength of responses

importance of positive, people-oriented change, we stride

editorial team take over

skills to the illustrations

to this provocation. The new academic year has brought

into Issue 5 set on moments now and movements to come.

and begin to shape the

within this magazine.

a major restructuring of our editorial team and a host of

The dynamism of the city and the individual, captured

next chapter.

Submissions for

new faces to the fore and, in considering the magazine’s

and aligned to collective goals and ambitions, is a hugely

Crumble Issue 5,

next theme, we felt duty bound to develop on this with a

powerful force: when is the moment and what should the

‘moment, movement’,

view firmly fixed on the present and future. The enormous

movement be?

are open to all, with a

presence of our damaging impact on the environment and

The Crumble Editors

deadline of 24th January

the need for significant and rapid change is firmly within

2020.

our consciousness, and undoubtedly represents the biggest

More information at

issue for our future issues.

www.crumblemag.com.
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Books

Sustainability in Scandinavia:
Architectural Design and Planning
edited by Ali Malkawi, Marius Nygaard, Anne Beim, Erik Stenberg Edition Axel Menges; £49.00

A Sustainable Bodega and Hotel:
Edward P. Bass Distinguished Visiting Architecture Fellowship
by John Spence, Patrick Bellew + Andy Bow Actar D; £22.00

“The results are

“… Scandinavian

Sustainability in Scandinavia begins, unexpectedly, with

in Denmark. “Boklok” was a joint venture between IKEA and

a thoughtful essay by David Leatherbarrow on Asplund &

Skanska to create affordable housing using prefabricated

design has a

Lewerentz’s Woodland Cemetery in Stockholm. A century

construction; ideas from Boklok went on to inform the OHP

cachet which

after it was designed, the cemetery is a surprising example

(Ordinary House Plus) programme. The OHP projects are

owes a lot to the

Who could resist a client’s invitation to tour the vineyards

each individual’s particular skill base: Spence is a dynamic

and bodegas of northern Spain? Your itinerary might

property developer, Newton is a Yale professor, Bellew is an

both impressive

of eco-friendly design, perhaps triggered by Patrick Geddes

terraced houses two or three storeys high; they’re properly-

ecologically-

encompass several wine tastings learning about the

environmental engineer with Atelier Ten and Bow is a senior

and wide-ranging:

and his book Cities in Evolution, which has since inspired

considered social housing rather than mere flat-pack people

conscious way in

relationship between soil conditions and different grape

partner at Foster + Partners.

one student

generations of architects and planners.

boxes.

varieties whilst you immerse yourself in the local culture

Andy Bow studied at the Mackintosh and was awarded

and visit various picturesque hilltop villages. You might

an honorary doctorate from the University of Glasgow in

also take the opportunity to see some outstanding modern

2014. He is a regular Eero Saarinen visiting Professor at Yale

architecture including notable projects by Rogers, Hadid,

augments

which buildings
are conceived

The first essay sets the tone: this book is about

The Life Cycles and Materials section is timber-biased,

the brief by

sustainability in its broadest sense, rather than a narrow

as you’d expect in heavily-forested Scandinavia. It gives an

in the Nordic

incorporating a

survey

experimental

overview of the LVL (laminated veneer lumber), CLT (cross-

countries.”

University and here his responsibility was to ensure that

spiritual retreat,

techniques. In a footnote, Leatherbarrow raises the question

laminated timber) and Glulam (glue-laminated) techniques,

Calatrava, Foster and Gehry. However, you will need a

the students adopted a sensitive approach to the given site

whereas another

of whether the shift towards sustainable architecture

many of which were pioneered in the Nordic countries,

‘deep pocket’ to finance such a junket – the latter’s Bodega

with regard to materiality, massing and environmental

proposes a

indicates a redefinition of the discipline itself? Certainly,

although they’ve been slower to catch on in Scotland.

Marqués de Riscal commands room rates of £500+ per night.

strategy. The overall goal was to produce something “…

hipster party

Scandinavian design has a cachet which owes a lot to the

Engineered timber is a consistent thread running through

Fortunately the tourism sector remains buoyant and

unique and memorable” whilst encouraging the students to

venue.”

ecologically-conscious way in which buildings are conceived

the book.

most would agree that good contemporary architecture

“…find their own architectural voice”. The results are both

can transform the ‘visitor experience’ and potentially boost

impressive and wide-ranging: one student augments the

Although it grew out of a symposium at Harvard

architecture in Sustainability in Scandinavia, but a

numbers to the more remote corners of the world. Speyside,

brief by incorporating a spiritual retreat, whereas another

Graduate School of Design, the text reads cohesively thanks

sustainable masterplan for the iron ore mining town of

for example, has benefited greatly from Rogers Stirk Harbour

proposes a hipster party venue. All aspire to align conceptual

to a structure organised around five themes: Culture and

Kiruna in northern Sweden is tantalising. There are some

+ Partners’ £140M commission for a new distillery complex

innovation with the challenge to think deeply about energy

Durability, Energy and Environment, Industrialisation and

beautiful visualisations and a description of the community

near Craigellachie. But will this award-winning project

conservation (and generation).

Manufacturing, Life Cycles and Materials, plus Heritage and

consultation model which the architects applied there, but

of

demonstration

projects

and

in the Nordic countries.

It’s fair to say that there’s less urban planning than

embolden the whiskey industry to forego its fondness for

Environmental considerations are often somewhat

Transformation. There are two or three chapters within each

in contrast to earlier chapters, not very much detail on what

crow-stepped gables and vernacular forms to embrace a

abstract notions to many architecture students but the

theme, some reviewing a building and others exploring an

will be built.

more radical architecture? Perhaps they might learn from

Climate Emergency has shaken things up. Attitudes are

idea.

the Spanish wine-growing industry which has engaged a

changing and most schools are reviewing their pedagogic

Sustainability in Scandinavia includes contemporary

Sustainability in Scandinavia is well designed and edited.

number of Big Name architects to build hybrid bodegas and

approach. This prescient publication not only reflects the

work by Snøhetta and Helen and Hard, with individual

With matt board covers and uncoated paper inners, since

hotels to attract well-to-do tourists.

As you’d expect from the publishers, Axel Menges,

growing prominence of sustainability concerns but also

buildings predominating over urban planning. You’ll

that’s the state-of-the-art in sustainable publishing these

The Rioja region (just south of Bilbao) is the focus of

reveals the importance of research and the interdependence

recognise the Norwegian National Opera House in Oslo with

days, it’s no glossy coffee table book – but in this case that’s

this recent book from the Yale School of Architecture. It

of consultants’ input. This enlightened programme by Yale

its white folded-plane roof – whereas Green House D36, a

a good thing.

documents the work of ten students given the task to design

demonstrates how a fully integrated green agenda can

radical infill development in Oslo with a roof garden and

Mark Chalmers RIAS

a sustainable bodega and hotel assisted by four tutors:

inform and enrich the students’ understanding of how they

green solar façade is a new take on the apartment block.

John Spence, Timothy Newton, Patrick Bellew and Andy

can contribute to a more sustainable society.

Bow. Their specific roles are quite distinct and shaped by

Mark Cousins RIAS
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Part Two

A Guide to Being Unsustainable Part 2
edited by Chris Stewart SEDA; £3.00 (free for SEDA Members)

Materials that
power life

“Architects are

SEDA’s A Guide to Being Unsustainable aims to explore, in

Reat’s review of Bladerunner 2049 which offers a fascinating

editor Chris Stewart’s own words, ‘what makes life bearable

insight into the mirroring of ‘us as a global society’ in the

now more than

and why that is not at odds with what we think sustainability

Science Fiction genre, explores issues of overpopulation, the

ever aware

might be.’ Far from taking what might be considered

limits of capitalism, ecosystem collapse and urban sprawl. On

of these high

the straightforward path to discussing this complex and

the topic of travel, ‘Chip Landau’ examines the shortcomings

stakes. With a

pressing topic, Part Two takes the format of a ‘lifestyle

of the ‘do it yourself’ holiday of the twenty-first century, and

number of official

magazine,’ comprised of essays which are themed around

in doing so critically analyses the Airbnb and budget airline

bodies, firms

commonplace lifestyle topics such as fashion, gardening

boom in relation to social, cultural and political concerns.

and universities

and food.

Both modes of writing serve to create a multi-layered

now declaring

Some of these essays are as satirical and tongue-in-

exploration of environmental topics in the Guide, an aim

a climate

cheek as the publication’s deceptive title, where the Guide

which is not compromised by the adoption of humour – as

emergency in

calls forth the voices of a number of colourful characters

Stewart himself clarifies ‘this in no way intends to deflect the

Scotland and

– writers operating under Cluedo-esque nom-de-plumes.

gravity of our position. The issues are so complex and the

across the UK, it

The ‘conflicted eco-strologer’ Psychic Simon Bonmiot offers

stakes so high that while immediate action is an absolute

is essential that

respite from the weighty concerns of climate breakdown,

necessity, an alternative look would not go amiss.’

we continue
to discuss and

Advanced glass. Timber frame kits. Air-cleaning

dishing out horoscopes with eco-advice to the masses,

Architects are now more than ever aware of these

gypsum. Insulation for every job. Saint-Gobain

including ‘which biomass boiler to use’ and how to find

high stakes. With a number of official bodies, firms and

debate our role

designs, manufactures and distributes construction

romance ‘in a new SUDS project.’ Some writers wield their

universities now declaring a climate emergency in Scotland

in mitigating the

materials and solutions, creating great places to live

alias to make cutting criticisms, as with the dubiously named

and across the UK, it is essential that we continue to discuss

and improving daily life.

effects of climate

architectural Professor Kester Kingsley Kershaw, who writes

and debate our role in mitigating the effects of climate

breakdown, and

into the ‘Ask Eve’ column to seek advice on his ‘dictatorial

breakdown, and critically examine our business-as-usual

critically examine

teaching style where we give students the opportunity to do

practices with the aim of doing better. SEDA’s Guide to Being

our business-as-

architectural icons. With more than 350 years of

exactly what we tell them.’ Characters such as Kitty Crawford

Unsustainable Part 2 offers a chance to reflect on such, and is

usual practices

experience we’re here to help your client achieve

and May Dupp write humorously from the opposing view,

all the better for doing so whilst slyly winking and nudging

with the aim of

their goals.

the former acting as a proponent of fast-fashion practices

the reader in the ribs.

doing better. ”

while latter offers a biting review of Ayr’s Union Grill and

Caitlin MacLeod

Our 34 brands operating across the UK and Ireland
are proud to be at the heart of many of our

W: saint-gobain.co.uk/scotland
E: John.keenan@saint-gobain.com
Find us on social – Saint-Gobain UK & Ireland

their audacity to promote ‘socially responsible dining.’
These pieces are effectively balanced with more
conventional articles written in sincerity and earnest. David
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The ethics of such work and how data is presented, are

performing homes with the inhabitants, rather than on the

clearly important as well as the feedback to all the different

house builders, developers, manufacturers or designers is a

parties. Surveys, questionnaires and interviews also have a

problem.

role although when done correctly can be time consuming.
Fionn does discuss the costs of BPE studies citing the
“LILAC – Low Impact Living Affordable Community” study

Housing Fit For Purpose
by Fionn Stevenson RIBA Publishing; £30.00

Books

Innovative housing is best monitored through BPE with
people living in the homes and over a period. In Scotland, we
could have had more than one housing expo!

which costs £57,000 or 2% of the £3 million project costs.

Sharing the findings of BPE more widely would seem

Such costs are far out with most Housing Associations

essential and I was sorry not to have more housing case

budgets and I think architects will be surprised to hear

study examples in the book. I was interested that a study in

that “an Architectural Practice typically paid around 5% as a

the Netherlands and UK revealed that thousands of MVHR

design for the housing (£3 million project)”. I would suggest

units in recent housing projects had faulty installations.

“When adopting
BPE, designers,

that her fee percentages are a little out of date, as such a

Fionn rightly points out that perhaps the government

3% architects fee would be more likely! However, Fionn

does not actually want to know why they are not meeting

inhabitants,

does emphasise the advantages of a ‘light touch’ BPE study

greenhouse gas emission targets and that given that

developers and

There is a growing need to understand how our housing

“Ecological psychologists tend to refute cognitive

“In my experience,

costing between £5,000 and £10,000 as being a good starter,

insulation of existing homes is one of the cheapest ways of

all involved need

performs in real life with people living in homes, rather than

perception theory and follow the cogito-sensory

the gap between

but acknowledges that cost remains a barrier to BPE in the

cutting carbon emissions, we have a government who cut

to accept that the

depending on estimated energy performance and ticking

idea of affordances. This is closely associated with

estimated

UK, despite the clear benefits of getting feedback and acting

energy efficiency incentives which caused a 95% drop in

findings will by

boxes to satisfy Building Regulations. Housing quality is

phenomenology as a philosophy which states that

performance

on the feedback.

take up since 2012. With 11 years left to reduce our carbon

anonymised and

constantly under attack and too often poor site control,

people understand the world primarily through sensory

and reality can

emissions by at least 50% by 2030, improving thermal

that the purpose

corner cutting and reduced specifications lead to housing

experiences”.

be huge, but

and all involved need to accept that the findings will by

standards should be a priority.

is to learn from

this occurs not

anonymised and that the purpose is to learn from failures,

Despite this, Fionn thinks that BPE should not solely

just in fabric

not blame people. That requires a more open culture,

focus on energy use, given the many other variables that
homes, and inhabitants, will have to face.

which is not fit for purpose.

When adopting BPE, designers, inhabitants, developers

Fionn Stevenson covers all the various approaches in

Although the first half of the book is a difficult read, the

providing different Building Performance studies, so her

second half was more interesting from a practitioner’s point

insulation, but

particularly amongst professionals who are often hidebound

book is timely.

of view.

also with indoor

by professional indemnity insurance policies.

climate, control

blame people.”

BPE is more likely to give us the feedback we can all

As Ben Derbyshire PPRIBA says: “The consumer is

It’s no surprise that in a Building Performance study

probably better informed about the contents of their daily

of over 400 dwellings in England that a third were not

of moisture,

£19million to research ‘how people’s energy choices can

John Gilbert FRIAS

breakfast cereal than they are about their home.”

compliant with energy efficiency requirements of the

acoustics and

help them stop wasting as much energy’. This policy ‘blind

www.underoneroof.scot

light. ”

spot’ of continually placing the responsibility for poorly

Fionn quotes a Research Council who planned to invest

failures, not

learn from, at a cost we should be able to afford.

There are five sections in the book: Background; Learning

Building Regulations, probably because the regulations

from Feedback; Training for Feedback; Application and Case

are so dependent on energy targets and estimated energy

Studies and Challenges for Future, with each section divided

performance, that actual performance gets ignored except

Left

into smaller chapters.

in Passive Haus housing.

relation to the knowledge exchange between designers,

performance and reality can be huge, but this occurs not

clients, inhabitants and housing management. The second

just in fabric insulation, but also with indoor climate, control

half of the book provides practitioners with the knowledge

of moisture, acoustics and light. No doubt aggravated by

The BPE process for
LILAC was costly, but
provided significant
benefits for the
inhabitants. Cheaper
BPE approaches are
also possible.

to carry out effective evaluations and make the process

the increasing tendency to opt for design build schemes

© Fionn Stevenson

routine.

or depending solely on developers. Projects are often built

The first half of the book aims to address theory in

This book is aimed to be of interest to environmental
consultants, designers, engineers, surveyors, developers,
facilities and construction managers, building developers

In

my

experience,

the

gap

between

estimated

without a full-time clerk of works and architect inspections
have become increasingly restricted.
There can be no doubt that Building Performance

students,

Evaluations can benefit the design and construction of our

researchers and inhabitants of the homes. It is not an easy

housing, but given the reduction in housing subsidies by the

read, so I suspect that inhabitants, developers and policy

present government since 2008, investment in social housing

makers may be put off by the detail.

has taken a nose drive. So, can we afford the level of BPE

and

clients,

policymakers,

academics

and

It is relevant to architects, but for some reason only
‘designers’ are mentioned.
The first part of the book is more theoretical and possibly
too academic for many. For example:

that we might wish for – even when we have an enlightened
client, developer or Local Authority (or Housing Association).
Fionn details the many different ways that performance can
be measured and emphasises the need to work with local
residents because you have to invade their personal space.
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Around Scotland
Chapters

Carbon footprints

Resilient, environmentally
sustainable and fire-safe,
for
our aesthetically-led ceiling
for forcreate
for
and wall systems
superior acoustic solutions
Knauf AMF – modular ceilings and more…
for
inspirational spaces
KnaufKnauf
AMF
Knauf
–AMF
modular
AMF
– modular
– modular
ceilings
ceilings
and more…
and
and
more…
more…
across
allceilings
sectors
with
significant contributions to
BREEAM certification.

Speaks
Spe
Spe
Spe
aks
aks
aks
itself.

How we live day-to-day will affect and reflect

however enough to affect their thinking and

Reading the charts

our approach to work. It is therefore important

look to where they could improve. It would not

Larger circles mean more of something; smaller circles

that we all take care to live our lives in the

take much effort for us all to join them; a close

mean less. Colour is graded from red (poor) through to

most sustainably responsible manner possible.

look at ourselves might help affect our work

dark green (good). So consuming a large proportion of

Over the last month our presidents have taken

and the wider built environment.

vegetables is good, and a large proportion of meat is

time to scrutinise their lives and measure their

Chris Stewart RIAS RIBA

bad. Similarly for travel, a large amount of car use is bad,

carbon footprints, not in laborious detail,

itself.
itself.
itself.

whereas a large amount of public transport use is good.

Robin Webster’s carbon footprint

Home

Work

Travel

Waste

Water

Food

Water

Food

Chris Stewart’s carbon footprint

Home

Work

Travel

Waste

www.knaufamf.com
www.knaufamf.com
www.knaufamf.com
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Richard Slater’s carbon footprint

Aberdeen Society of Architects / www.aberdeenarchitects.org /

Aberdeen
Home
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I use a reusable cup for takeaway coffee. I car share and

whether it’s domestic energy or BREEAM ratings, or even

Above

was delighted to see that a ‘social’ housing project won the

restaurants, brought some of our own drinks and snacks into

Above left

walk another mile to work. I live in an efficient new three-

place-making, there almost always seems to be an agenda

Build It Aberdeen

Stirling Prize.

the parks in reusable bottles and containers. There’s no way

Disneyland Paris

bedroom house (we used to live in a 1 bed flat that had higher

to achieve a bog-standard bare-minimum to maximise

© Richard Slater

that has fully offset our carbon for the trip, but it saved us a

© Richard Slater

energy bills). I recycle to the extent that I get the mick taken

profit. I find it very difficult to see how architects alone

Conference that myself and the other Chapter presidents

both at work and at home. But as a Chartered Architect is it

can encourage larger clients to spend their money any

were recording our lifestyle, so we’ve all been focused on

Simply changing to a reusable cup seems like a band-aid

recalcitrant not to do more?

differently.

sustainability and I feel that the Build It Conference was a

to a bullet hole, but it’s a start, it’s a change in mindset that

Paris scene

great end to those three weeks, but I do have a confession

I think we’re ready for as a profession (and as a society). So, I

© Richard Slater

to make…

hope that the politicians, policy makers and funding bodies

It was in the three weeks leading up to the Build It

few quid!

I attended the annual Build It Aberdeen – Construction &

The Build It conference made it clear to me that it’s

Property Conference, which this year focused on Sustainable

not entirely down to me/us. There are policies and funding

Construction. It was clear to see that there are people in all

mechanisms in other European countries that have been

After my three weeks recording my carbon footprint, we

strands of the construction industry that want to do more,

successfully providing good quality places and housing

jetted off to Paris for four days. Two of which were spent at

way. We can’t keep treating cancer like it’s a cold.

but there are also clearly factors pulling them to do the

for decades. I’m hopeful that we are starting to see some

Disneyland, which surely has a massive carbon footprint.

Richard Slater RIAS RIBA

minimums required at a cost perceived to be the cheapest,

of that being highlighted and praised in our country and I

When we were there, we used public transport, ate at local

President, ASA
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Jon Frullani’s carbon footprint

Dundee Institute of Architects / www.diadundee.wordpress.com /

Dundee
Home
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Opposite page
District 10, Dundee
© Jon Frullani

Right
Community Fridge
© Jon Frullani

Far right
Perth Road Sign
© Jon Frullani

My views on Sustainability and reflection on

we as architects have even more responsibility

myself into the task. We were provided with

the plus side I do support local shops as I always

is not how much you recycle or don’t but

with ourselves, we would agree that we can

a one-month measure of my Lifestyle

and opportunities to help influence how we

a spreadsheet and several headings to help

stop for a coffee at one of the many coffee shops

how much packaging we produce in the

all do more. I’ve learnt I’m a creature of habit

To express my views on sustainability the first

become a more sustainable society. This can

record our daily activities. My overview is that

on the Perth Road. Once at work I average 75

first place. I am guilty of grabbing food on

and that more times than not I’ll take what I

question is what is sustainability?

be achieved through how we live, design,

I live in the West End of Dundee in an 8-year-

business miles per day in my car. Due to the

the go and almost inevitably that involves a

believe to be the convenient option, whether

specify, promote and educate to name but a

old ‘new build’ detached house with my wife,

geographic spread of projects we work on, and

sandwich from the garage or local shop that

it be travel or food on the go. Since taking part

few mechanisms.

‘Sustainability is most often defined as
meeting the needs of the present without

two children and black lab. My office is 2.5

the rural location of many, a car is required the

then generates more unnecessary waste. We

in this I have made small steps to reduce the

compromising the ability of future generations

In order to fully understand how the way

miles from my house in the Greenmarket area

majority of the time but there is no reason why

recently completed Dundee`s first Community

negative aspects of my ‘lifestyle’ that have

to meet theirs. It has three main pillars:

we live and work can effect sustainability

and constructed out of 37 recycled shipping

I could not invest in an electric pool car for

Fridge, a project where surplus food is shared,

contributed to me not being as sustainable as

economic, environmental, and social.’

we were asked to measure our ‘Lifestyle’ for

containers.

the office or use more sustainable methods of

by local businesses and individuals. So far,

I would like to be and would urge you all to do

I think first and foremost as inhabitants

a month (effectively a basic measure of our

Travel not to and from work but whilst at

transport around town. We do use Skype in the

the Community Fridge has helped thousands

the same.

of this planet we have an obligation to ensure

Carbon Footprint). Once I had got over the

work is a massive component of my Carbon

office for meetings, but this tends to be with

connect to their community, access nutritious

Jon Frullani RIAS

the Sustainability of our planet for future

initial panic that to measure my ‘Lifestyle’ I

Footprint, with a relatively short commute to

clients who live abroad.

food, save money and reduce waste.

President, DIA

generations to come. Your average person can

wouldn’t have to record the number of units

work there is no reason not to walk or cycle to

At home and at the office we recycle

In conclusion I am not surprised by the

obviously play a massive part in this, but I feel

of alcohol I consume in a month, I threw

work yet I choose to drive every morning! On

wherever possible, but I think the real problem

results of the data I recorded, if we are all honest
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Ben Rainger’s carbon footprint

Edinburgh Architectural Association / www.eaa.org.uk /

Edinburgh
Home

“I am fortunate that

The six RIAS Chapter Presidents have been monitoring their

the Committee on Climate Change noted in 2019 that

carbon footprint during November to set a benchmark

greenhouse gas emission reductions in UK housing has

of where we are as a profession. The exercise is meant to

stalled and efforts to adapt the housing stock for higher

use a car for most

show the current impact of architects in practice across the

temperatures, flooding and water scarcity are falling far

of my transport

country and the diversity across the regions.

behind the increase in risk from the changing climate .

I do not need to

of towns and cities across Scotland that we live and work in

diet. My diet includes meat, fish and dairy, all of which have

work. Most of my

as well as the different lifestyles. I live in central Edinburgh

a significant impact on the environment, from biodiversity

carbon emissions

and I am able to walk or cycle to work depending on the

and habitat loss to provide space to rear the animals, to the

relating to

weather, although I am a fair-weather cyclist. Many of my

emissions from the animals themselves as well as the land

vehicles are from

colleagues also either walk, cycle of use the bus.

required to provide feed. Many of the vegetables available,

public transport,

I am fortunate that I do not need to use a car for most

especially at this time of year, have come from abroad,

either bus for

of my transport for commuting and for project work. Most

where they are grown in monocultures and flown to be on

travelling with the

of my carbon emissions relating to vehicles are from public

our shelves to ensure freshness. This can cause increased

city or train for

transport, either bus for travelling with the city or train

pesticide use and loss of fresh water where they are grown,

journeys further

for journeys further afield for social or business trips. In

also contributing to biodiversity and habitat loss. The

afield for social or

addition, my household does not own a car. This probably

exercise has shown that I should make a greater effort to

business trips.”

reflects where I live and work as well as being a conscious

consider what I eat and where the products come from and

choice for environmental reasons.

that we should consider not just the impact we have locally,

Water

Food

Right
Livingstone from the air
geograph
© Kim Traynor

but globally.

and 71 % of pre 1915 property EPC ratings of D-E . Typically, I

Carrying out this exercise has highlighted that although

emit 3400kg CO2 per annum from heating and lighting. This

I benefit from where I live and work in terms of travel, I still

is after carrying out energy efficiency measures including

have a long way to go to reduce my carbon footprint, but is

improved insulation.

also shows that I cannot do it alone and that the answers are

Existing buildings are a significant issue to achieving

Waste

for commuting

The other large contributor to my carbon footprint is my

carbon zero by 2045. 80% of existing building stock will still

Travel

and for project

The variance in the carbon footprint reflects the variety

I live in a typical 1900 stone tenement. 42% of tenements

Work

individual, societal and governmental.
‘Where we build is as important as what build’.

be here in 25 years time. A national strategy for improving

Ben Rainger RIAS RIBA

insulation and heat loss as well as de-carbonising the

President, EAA

heating and energy grid will be necessary, especially as
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Isabel Garriga’s carbon footprint

Glasgow Institute of Architects / www.gia.org.uk /

Glasgow
The threat climate change poses is existential, buildings

toasts in the middle of the garden. In less than a minute, the

“We have a decent

consume huge amounts of energy and they are also the

whole garden was filled with all kinds of different little birds,

garden next to a

culprits of emitting large quantities of carbon dioxide to

talk about biodiversity! We no longer throw any food out

wee forest and

the atmosphere, heating our planet, making buildings—and

because this has become one of our favorites pastimes, we

my partner one

by association, us the architecture profession—profoundly

leave food, and watch all the creatures come. In the spring

day left a couple

responsible.

and summer we had three or four different regular families

of old toasts in

I am responsible. How can I help?

with their baby birds, a robin recently, lots and lots of bees,

the middle of the

The climate emergency can no longer be ignored, in

squirrels and even a roe deer!

garden. In less
than a minute, the

this years Glasgow Institute of Architects Design Awards

Even before I started to compile all of the data for my

the judges really struggled to find a project worthy of the

carbon footprint, I knew that I must review how I travel,

whole garden was

Sustainability Award, we are committed next year to find

because I rarely use public transport because it’s so much

filled with all kinds

incentives and to find a better way of carrying out our

easier to use the car. This is sometimes difficult for me,

of different little

own judging process, to encourage the profession to take

working in practice with projects across Scotland and

birds, talk about

responsibility and do better. Watch this space!

teaching part time in university, but nonetheless, this

biodiversity!”

On a more personal note, I took the RIAS challenge to

needs to change. As a first step, car share has been quite

review my carbon footprint as a great opportunity to look

easy to implement, I work with my sister and most days, I

at my own personal life choices to find new ways to reduce

pick her up from her flat, and we go together to the office. I

my carbon footprint. There are many things that are just

think I need to do more, and that with all my travelling for

basic common sense, and that I have been doing around

work, I will endeavor to use more public transport, but for

the house for some time, switch off lights, use energy-saving

independence, I see a bicycle in the near future.

bulbs, quick showers, cold water when washing clothes, and

Perhaps most importantly, architects must not sit back

programming the heater to work only at times when we are

anymore and we need to get our voice heard because we

at home and so on, but there others that I have started to do

have both the knowledge and expertise that can make a real

as a result of doing this exercise, like carrying my reusable

difference to our planet. So please get politically active and

coffee cup with me at all times, I can’t live without my daily

let your representatives know how we can help and that we

dose of coffee!

want them to take action now.

Being Spanish, food, in all its wonderful glory, it’s a main

I am responsible, I can help, let’s ALL do it!

preoccupation, and home fresh cooking it’s at the heart of

Isabel Garriga RIAS RIBA

my family life, but also because freshly-made food tastes

President, GIA

much much better! We make most of our meals with local

P.S. No Christmas lights in my household this year … just lots and lots of

fresh vegetables, grains, meat, fish and seafood. We stock up

old decorations!
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DESIGN ASSEMBLY
GLASGOW 24th March 2020
DESIGN
ASSEMBLY
GLASGOW

Design Assembly Glasgow oﬀers information,
vision and thought-provoking ideas for Interior
Architects, Interior Designers, Facilities Managers or
Decision Makers looking at new ways of working.
CPD’s, Meet the Experts and Product
Showcase Sessions from an exciting mix of some of
the most interesting and innovative companies and
manufacturers in the interiors sector will take place at
this inspiring event.
The Lighthouse / 11 Mitchell Lane / G1 3NU
www.thelighthouse.co.uk

on a Saturday by doing all the shopping in one go locally.

Travel

“Smart Glasgow” and the
Future of the Workplace.

Programme
and Registration

Our Speaker Talks Topics will include:

Engaging Speakers, Industry Experts and
Thought Leaders from the workplace sector
present New Ideas, New Trends and Inventive
Thinking about the workplace now and in the
future.

• The Future of the Workplace and The Way
We Work
• SMART Technologies in the Sustainable
Management of Buildings
• IoT In the Workplace

For full programme details and to register for
the event please scan the QR Code:

• Contextual Awareness: How information
needs ﬁltering and placing in the workﬂow
• Future AR & VR working in harmony with
Concentration, Collaboration & Contemplation
• The commercial world moving towards the
THINKING ECONOMY
The event gives speciﬁers and senior decision makers an
opportunity to fast-track their understanding of these
topics. The event is free to attend.

www.edgedesign.furniture

When I started to recycle food waste, a few years back,
I used to throw all of my food waste to the councils food
waste caddie for composting. We have a decent garden next
to a wee forest and my partner one day left a couple of old
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Stuart Bagshaw’s carbon footprint

Inverness Architectural Association / www.highlandarchitects.org /

Inverness
My wife, Lesley, and I have always shared an aspiration to be
as environmentally aware as possible.
I also have a philosophical base to my practice as a small
practitioner (which is not always shared by my clients!). My
philosophy follows a theme of:
a) Fit into the environment and aesthetically into the

We still manage to grow (and barter) crops but not on

“Our house is

the same scale, however, we now shop/buy local where

oversized for our

possible and avoid internet shopping as much as we can,

requirements

living on an island.

now but was

Our house is oversized for our requirements now but

necessary when I

was necessary when I converted it from an old croft house

converted it from

to a five-bedroom house in 1982. We used many reclaimed

an old croft house

Home

Work

Travel

Waste

Water

Food

materials and much of the work was self-build with

to a five-bedroom

b) Improve with the action of time

Ballachulish slate (recycled and re-dressed by hand from

house in 1982.”

c) Enhance, not detract from, local identity helping to

a church) and 38mm Oregon pine flooring (recycled from

Left

the local Territorial Army building) used in the lounge and

The Broch, Borve, Isle
of Harris

context of their surroundings and purpose

maintain and create a sense of place
d) Encourage ownership of the design by the end use to

dining room as well as using recycled internal doors. We had

inspire ownership and awareness of the environment

stone from downtakings which was re-used as garden walls

e) Encourage the use of traditional skills and local materials

and all the builders’ debris was used to form “Telly Tubby”

f)

mounds creating rooms in the garden.

Encourage training

SBA Architects
© Borve Lodge Estate

I have an electric bike, well-intentioned but not used
Sustainability, in all its forms is embodied in the “fit” for
the environment.

enough (great on hills and allows me to get home quicker
from work than in the car!), and a hybrid car so I can

The philosophical approach has been bound, in both

commute using the electric car and save using petrol for

lesser and greater degrees, into my practice since its

longer journeys. At least that was the idea, but it doesn’t

formation in 1982.

always work!

You can judge my work for yourself – some good, some

This, I hope gives some background to the log attached

not so good, some more sustainable and ecologically sound

although this unfortunately does not fully reflect our normal

but where I have control, they are all sustainable, bio-

lifestyle. Lesley has suffered a broken shoulder, leaving her

diverse, improve with time and create a legacy which in

unable to bake our bread and do the home cooking that she

time reinforces the places they inhabit.

would ordinarily do in our household. Her injury has also
meant I have been restricted in my travel, so there have been

My Lifestyle

no air miles during this period which must be good! Video

I am now getting on a bit, but it was my intention in the mid

conferencing has been used instead.

1970s to opt out of the rat race and into self-sufficiency. I was
going to do this by becoming a crofter in the Outer Hebrides.

I frequently ask my grandchildren to “switch off the
lights and save the polar bears!”

Far left

I never did get that croft but managed to achieve some of my

So, I have been attempting but not always succeeding

aims by growing a variety of crops, including potatoes (once

in both my home and professional life to reduce my Carbon

Stuart Bagshaw’s
electric bike

upon a time this included Lewis Blacks – a variety which

Footprint. Sometimes I think I don’t go far enough. I would

© Stuart Bagshaw

fascinated many Lewis folk and Historic Scotland), brassicas,

like to be carbon neutral or give something back, so I will

legumes, fruit, herbs, root crops, tomatoes and cucumbers

keep trying!

Left

almost to the point of self- sufficiency. In the early days we

Stuart Bagshaw FRIAS RIBA

MacGillivray Centre

even ground grain.

President, IAA (Highlands and Islands Chapter)

© Stuart Bagshaw
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Liliane McGeoch’s carbon footprint

Stirling Society of Architects / www.s-s-a.co.uk /

Stirling

Home

This autumn our Chapter held a half day CPD on the theme

love cycling but I am very weary of cycling on the busy A811.

“At some point in

of Climate Change, sustainability and energy certification.

The traffic is fast and includes large vehicles. I know other

the future, I may

locals who would cycle if there was a safe cycle network.

wish to downsize

This nicely ties up with the other theme running through
our CPD: developing good practice for the refurbishment,
maintenance and improvement of existing buildings.
Re-using our buildings helps doing the most of our
resources and reducing waste.
Like the other Chapter Presidents, I have kept a closer
look at my carbon footprint for 3 weeks.

Unfortunately the bus service is too infrequent to be

Work

I combine shopping with trips for other purposes . This
reduces my carbon footprint. I It also saves time and reduces

as developers
continue to build
large family

costs.
One of the surprises of checking how I live, was to

homes which do

RIAS/RIBA Awards for Scotland 2020

not address the

automatic that I do not usually think of it (I recycle most of it

needs of older

Entries to the RIAS / RIBA Awards for

different cities. The house is larger than necessary for my

in a special bin but obviously not all plastics can be recycled).

people.”

Scotland 2020 are now open. Now in

current needs but I like my house. At some point in the future,

As a general rule, I always recycle what I can and

their ninth year, the combined RIAS /
RIBA Awards continue to demonstrate

unwanted items in good condition are given to charities.

the quality and breadth of current

An uncomfortable issue is that I like to travel to Europe

architectural endeavour in Scotland.

to visit relatives and friends or to discover new places, but

The garden is also large but I like gardening. I have a

this entails long journeys by car and ferry or shorter ones by

The deadline for entries is Thursday

vegetable plot and I encourage wildlife by avoiding the use

plane. Tourism is clearly not good for the environment. Many

20 February 2020 (23.59). An early

of toxic chemicals and grow plants that attract insects.

people (not me) go away on cruises which are immensely

bird discount of 10% is available until

polluting.

Thursday 6 February 2020 (23.59).

My village is located ten miles from Stirling which means
that I drive frequently there for meetings, shopping, sport

All these trips help the economy, can make us feel

activities and taking a train if I go to Glasgow or Edinburgh.

healthier and are fun but it damages our planet. Should I

Above

This is not good for my carbon footprint. I would like to cycle

travel less often? Should we all travel less?

to Stirling when the weather is nice but there is no cycle

Liliane McGeoch FRIAS

Loch Ard, Loch Lomond
and the Trossachs
National Park

path between my village and Stirling. It is a pity because I

President, SSA

© Photo by Carl J on Unsplash
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discover how much plastic I throw away everyday. It is so

not address the needs of older people.

Water

but this could

I have lived in the same large three-bedroom bungalow

developers continue to build large family homes which do

Waste

prove a challenge

practical.

for the last 36 years. My children are grown up and live in

I may wish to downsize but this could prove a challenge as

Travel
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Submissions should be made via our
online entry form.
Go to the RIAS website for more
details, www.rias.org.uk.
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Practice Update

The latest news from RIAS Practice Services

Practice update
RIAS Chartered Practice/Practice
Services 2020

Reminder to Architects to make appropriate
arrangements for their professional work in the event

several cases

http://ebulletin.arb.org.

locked cabinet does anyone other than you know where the

Practices have now been invited to join or renew their

of incapacity, death, absence from, or inability to,

of an architect’s

uk/september2015/dear-

key is kept? Does anyone else have access to your emails,

Building standards: procedural handbook (third

Practice Services subscription for 2020.

architect/

“There have been

ARB Guidance

If you maintain paper files and the files are kept in a

Building Standards Update

work – ARB Standard 2.2

sudden demise in

diary or contacts list? If the records relating to any particular

edition, version 1.6)

This year, we have opted for a paperless renewal process.

It is a truth almost universally acknowledged that people

Scotland recently

project are retained on a computer and the computer is

This handbook clarifies procedures underpinning the

You should have received an email with a subscription

are generally reluctant to spend any very significant amount

where a great deal

password protected (and it certainly should be) then does

Scottish building standards system as set out in the Building

e-form. This can be completed electronically and emailed

of time contemplating their eventual demise; hence the

of detective work

anyone else know the relevant password?

(Procedure) (Scotland) Regulations 2004 and the Building

back to a member of the Practice team. The e-forms are

reluctance of swathes of the population to devote time to

was required in

also available to download from the RIAS website. If you

the preparation and execution of a Will. For perhaps similar

have not received your renewal form, please contact a

reasons many Architects are reluctant to contemplate what

member of the Practice Team.

If the answer to any of these questions is “no” then you

(Scotland) Act 2003. Supplementary guidance documents

order to wind up

should put a plan in place in order to guard against the

which relate closely to the procedural handbook should be

their business. ”

contingency of your sudden death or incapacity.

read in conjunction with the third edition. The handbooks

would happen to their workload in the event that they were

At its most basic this might involve a sealed envelope

A subscription entitles your practice to free exclusive

suddenly unable to attend to it. The particular problem for

marked “only to be opened in case of emergency” left in an

online access to all the RIAS Standard Forms of Appointment,

Architects is that for many years the ARB has highlighted the

obvious location and which offers either a cryptic clue to

a core benefit which is at the heart of the service. The

need to make provision for just such an eventuality.

the relevant password(s) or, alternatively, identifies a secure

can be found at: www.gov.scot/publications/proceduralhandbook/

Planning Update

convenience of downloading the most up-to-date form,

There have been several cases of an architect’s sudden

the peace of mind of knowing that these are thoroughly

demise in Scotland recently where a great deal of detective

From recent experience, it is considered advisable to

checked by our legal team, and the availability of online

work was required in order to wind up their business.

have at least one other signatory to your business bank

programme published

guidance notes on most aspects of practice are amongst the

RIAS Practice Note FI1323 required you to ensure business

account, perhaps your wife, husband or partner, so bills

The Scottish Government has published its work programme

most popular benefits of the service. Remember you can use

continuity in the event of your sudden death or incapacity

can continue to be paid and fee notes paid in if your estate

for implementing the Planning (Scotland) Act 2019 and

the Chartered Practice logos on stationery and marketing

but it is now apparent that this is not feasible in the case of

comes under the control of an executor.

continuing its wider programme of planning reforms. The

material.

sole practitioners, hence the issue of this Practice Note.

Upon renewal and subject to meeting the eligibility

The present wording setting out the obligations can be

criteria, a certificate of Chartered Practice membership 2020

found in Clause 2.2 of the 2018 Edition of the ARB Code of

will be issued to you.

Conduct and provides as follows:

location where that information could be found.

This person, or another nominated person, may be
willing to liaise with clients in the event of your sudden

Transforming Planning in Practice – reform work

work programme is available on the Scottish Government
website.
They have also recently published two documents

death or incapacity.
Such arrangements would demonstrate a good standard

relating to the Act:

of professional conduct and responsibility.

Contracts Update
Contract Administration

“You are expected to make appropriate arrangements

This advice may also apply to Architects who work

for your professional work in the event of incapacity,

with a small support staff. Even those in partnership with

death, absence from, or inability to, work.”

other Architects might benefit from considering who

Practice Information is an important means by which current

•

Strategic

Environmental

Assessment:

Post-Adoption

Statement
•

“Keeling” version of the Town and Country Planning

could most easily carry on with their workload in the event

(Scotland) Act 1997 as amended by the Planning (Scotland)

that they were unexpectedly (and hopefully temporarily)

Act 2019

knowledge is disseminated and regarded as an essential

The legal consequences arising from such an event might

component of an architect’s CPD. Your attention is drawn to

be limited. The standard forms of appointment do already

the following recently published RIAS Practice Notes:

make provision for the termination of the contract where the

Of course, none of this planning may prove necessary but

incapacitated.

Planning and Architecture Division Business Plan

Architect is unable to provide the services specified because

think of it in the same way as an insurance policy; hopefully

2019 – 2020

•

FI191 Inspection Duties of an Architect

of either sudden death or incapacity. ARB is, however,

you never require to call upon it but it is reassuring to know

The Minister for Local Government, Housing and Planning

•

FI195 Responsibility for sub-contractors under SBCC

concerned with professional conduct and responsibilities

that, if required, there is a safety net in place.

has agreed Planning and Architecture Division’s 2019-20

Contracts

rather than legal liabilities and, if you were unexpectedly to

•

FI197 Extension of Contract Time

become incapacitated, on your recovery the last thing that

•

FI1913 Liquidated and Ascertained Damages (LADs)

you would wish to face would be a host of complaints (or

Practice while continuing to lead the delivery of Scottish

•

FI1915 Defect Liability

even claims) that in your absence your clients’ projects had

Ministers’ statutory responsibilities and policies for the

•

FI1920 Architect’s Interim Certificates

suffered.

operation of the Planning system and development and use

You may also wish to read ARB guidance on this topic,
available on the ARB website (see sidebar).

Business Plan. This sets out the next steps for their ongoing
programme of Planning reform Transforming Planning in

of land.
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Technical

Technical

Practice Update

Practice Update

Practice update

National Planning Framework 3 Monitoring Report

built environment’ Codes of Practice BS 8300-1:2018 (External

The Scottish Government has recently published the National

Environment) and BS 8300-2:2018 (Buildings).

“With our spatial

Access Panels

wider social inclusion in their local communities. They

Universal Tip of the Month

awareness

www.accesspanelnetwork.

are supported by Disability Equality Scotland and can be

A question from Building Control about the best form of WC

training as

org.uk

contacted via their website (see sidebar).

cistern flushing control for disabled people created much

Planning Framework 3 Monitoring Report. It sets out the

We will also include an ‘Inclusive tip of the month’, a

progress towards the key actions and national developments

seemingly insignificant item that can make a significant

architects, we

Worryingly, from examination of current Planning

which support delivery of the spatial strategy and is a useful

improvement, particularly for disabled and older people.

tend to equate

Submissions, it is clear that some of our most recent

resource to have in advance public engagement on National
Planning Framework 4 planned for next year.

A list of other helpful sources of information will be
added throughout the series.
The

Equality

Act

2010

replaced

the

Disability

accessible

architect-designed new public buildings in Scotland are still

design mainly

‘disabled unfriendly’, from unidentifiable entrance doors

with wheelchair

(Scottish Parliament) to inaccessible ‘disabled showers’; from

discussion in our access panel, as:
•

Push-buttons are difficult for older people with lack of
dexterity or arthritis and to locate for blind people.

•

Touchless buttons may be difficult to locate for people

Inclusive Design Seminar – Spring 2020

Discrimination Acts 1995 and 2005 (DDA) and came into effect

users. We must

poor acoustics to unreadable signs; with stepped access to

with visual impairments and hard to understand for

The RIAS is planning a one-day event in spring 2020 covering

on 1 October 2010 and has a much wider remit than the

recognise in

lifts and confusing surface patterns.

someone with dementia.

the basics generally needed to make designers spatially

Building Regulations.

inclusive design

Disability Equality

the more subtle

Scotland

EGRESS is vitally important. One of the most significant

considered currently the optimum solution for most

a physical or mental impairment that has a substantial and

needs of many

www.accesspanelnetwork.

aspects of the Building Regulations is of course Means of

people – in the usual position and large enough to be

long term adverse effect on the ability to carry out normal

hidden disabilities,

org.uk

Escape. It is now apparent that Health & Safety and insurance

easily located and used.

of articles on inclusive design has been commissioned.

day-to-day activities. These include sensory impairments,

including speech,

requirements are restricting wheelchair access to the

Maryse Richardson

Following the seminar, there will be an opportunity for

affecting sight or hearing, progressive impairments such

hearing and

numbers which can be accommodated in stair temporary

Senior Manager: Practice

members with the appropriate expertise to express interest

as dementia, and mental health conditions and learning

visually impaired

waiting spaces ’Refuges’ from any publicly accessible floor.

in being included on the register of Access Consultants

difficulties.

members of our

Wheelchair user audiences for art galleries, concert halls

society.”

etc, with floors above or below the ground floor may be

aware of their responsibilities in terms of access to buildings

Disability has a broad meaning. It is defined in the Act as

by disabled people including people with sensory and
other impairments. In conjunction with this event, a series

being compiled by the RIAS.

Inclusive Design – Part 1

Legitimate sources indicate that there are over 11 million

We tend to concentrate on ACCESS, when in emergencies

people with disabilities in the UK, 45% of whom are adults

restricted to the number of Refuges required by Building

over State Pension age.

Standards available on each floor. This is a situation that

Over 50% of people think of disability as a physical

Dip LA, RIAS, MCLI, Richard Pollock, B Arch (Hons), RIAS,

impairment, but almost 2 million people in the UK are blind.

It is building management’s (not the Fire Authority’s)

RIBA, Grant Gordon, (Editor) FRIAS. They are all members

An estimated 1.2 people in the UK are wheelchair users,

responsibility to ensure the safe escape of disabled people

of the Edinburgh Access Panel. This is the first of a series of

and an estimated 9 million people are deaf or have hearing

by introducing suitable escape plans, but this should be

articles to be published both in Practice Information and the

difficulties; one half of whom are working age adults.

explained to clients.

Quarterly Magazine which deals with designing for people

According to the Alzheimer’s Society there are around

Building Standards access provisions tend to concentrate

with disabilities, with feedback from the ongoing work of the

850,000 people in the UK with dementia. It is estimated that

on car parking, external and internal access, sanitary

Access Panels. The RIAS is very grateful to the authors for their

by 2025, the number of people with dementia in the UK will

provisions, and fire escape. There is little coverage in

feedback and contribution.

have increased to around 1 million, and many disabilities are

Building Standards on the needs of people with sensory

hidden.

impairments, and lack essential guidelines on such as
pedestrian environment, signage design – colour and

The aim of this series of articles is to update architects on

With our spatial awareness training as architects, we

recent recommendations to the approach to environmental

tend to equate accessible design mainly with wheelchair

design, on designing for disabled people, to compare the

users. We must recognise in inclusive design the more subtle

However in the September 2019 Standards update,

current Scottish Building Standards with best practice, to

needs of many hidden disabilities, including speech, hearing

Clause 3.12.13 Changing Places Toilets (CPT), more guidance

expand on design for people with sensory impairments,

and visually impaired members of our society.

is given, including a suggested acceptable layout plan. and

dementia.

Scotland has a number of Access Panels across the

contrast, lighting, acoustic quality and auxiliary aids.

locales where CPTs might be considered.

country, that as well as offering general advice, provide

Listed Building legislation takes priority over general

Advice on these topics generally is available in the

focused help and information on local and general access

Universal Design guidelines, but clients, with the help of

joint BSD/Scottish Executive Planning Advice Note PAN 78:

issues. They consist of local volunteers, some of whom

architects, must find other ‘reasonable’ means of providing

‘Inclusive Design’, and in ‘Design of an accessible and inclusive

are disabled, who work to improve physical access and

an alternative service.
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A paddle lever on the open side of the cistern was

should be catered for in discussion with the client.

This article has been written by Annie Pollock, B Arch (Hons),

and to examine the extra particular needs of people with

•
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Technical
Insurance

Plaster Company Ltd
www.reproplaster.co.uk | Tel: 0141 776 1112

Insurance

‘Subject to contract’: how not to create a legally binding contract

Visit our showroom at Period House, 5 Campsie Road, Kirkintilloch g66 1sl

Scotland’s leading experts in cornice and ornate plasterwork
Offer, acceptance and an intention to create a binding

draft, once it has been made clear that the negotiations are

At RIASIS we pride

relationship are all you need for a contract in Scotland. You

not intended to be binding but be practical. If there has been

ourselves in providing

do not have to consider consideration!

a material change or significant progress in negotiations

a market leading policy

It’s easy to see how negotiations which are going well

made, you may wish to consider reiterating your intention.

wording, an integral

can take the shape of a legally binding contract, perhaps

Also bear in mind that where the intention is expressed in an

support service

to the surprise of those concerned. Picture the scene; with

email, it does not necessarily always apply to documentation

and fast turnover of

your client pressing for progress you’re negotiating with a

attached to the email which may go on to have a life of its

documentation.

contractor following a tender process and are content with

own.

the work proceeding save for ironing out the exact cost

Where parties do wish to be bound by their negotiations,

and scope of works. If you are not very careful in how you

the most common means of implementing that is the

express yourself it could objectively be held that a binding

execution of a formal contract, but parties could also

agreement had been reached regardless of the terms not

expressly waive the fact that negotiations are subject to

RIAS Insurance Services

being fully agreed and despite the lack of a formal contract.

contract.

Orchard Brae House

This is particularly so where one party has commenced work

For further information,
please contact:

30 Queensferry Road

Can a waiver be inferred?

Edinburgh EH4 2HS

Yes, actions speak louder than words. The biggest risk of

Tel: 0131 311 4130

The intention of parties is crucial

eroding the protection afforded by “subject to contract”

Fax: 0131 311 4280

So how do you demonstrate that pre-contractual negotiations

negotiations is by subsequent actions. If parties have agreed

vivian.allison@marsh.com

are not intended to be binding? Ensure that they are at the

on the fundamental elements which vary from contract to

celia.bud@marsh.com

very least marked “subject to contract”. The term’s use is

contract, there is a risk that a contract will be found to have

perhaps better established in England and Wales but its use

been formed even where no formal documentation has been

is becoming increasingly common in Scotland. It offers a

executed or some terms are yet to be agreed. If parties have

sign that parties do not intend to be constrained, allowing

proceeded to conduct themselves as though a contract is in

them to negotiate freely without concern

place, by commencing works for instance, then a binding

on the back of those discussions.

of later being bound by those discussions. Likewise,

contract may be deemed to have been formed.

with the more comprehensive phrase “nothing in this

100% Ornamental plaster reinstatement at Peter Pan Moat Brae, Dumfries

communication constitutes a legal offer that is open for

Conclusion

acceptance”, it indicates that some further step is envisaged,

These phrases act as a label which will provide protection

perhaps a formal document, before a contract is concluded.

as they highlight a lack of intent. However, be careful that

It is difficult to see how, read objectively (bearing in mind

you do not lose sight of that approach in your subsequent

that is how a Court approaches the question of contract

correspondence and actions or the label will fall off.

formation) these phrases could suggest that communications

Jo Kelbrick

are to be contractual.

Brodies LLP

Is it failsafe?

Jo Kelbrick is a Senior Solicitor in the Professional Indemnity

Unfortunately not, so be wary of relying too heavily on any

team at Brodies LLP. Jo represents a wide range of professionals

“subject to contract” label. It is not necessary to restate the

including architects, solicitors and engineers both in relation

position on every successive communication, or revised

to court actions and disciplinary and regulatory matters.
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RIAS Insurance
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Chartered Architect
President’s Diary

Extremely competitive prices
No job too small or large
Unbelievable quality & service

WE WILL NOT BE BEATEN ON QUALITY, SERVICE & PRICE!

President’s diary

Does not include internal meetings; meetings in Edinburgh except where stated

September

04 RIAS Convention / EICC

09 Attended Zero Waste Scotland event

04 RIAS Convention Dinner and Doolan Event /

10 Chair, Retrofit Conference / Glasgow
and the Built Environment
colleagues

International

Union

of

Architects

to

Tender Interviews
29 Attended

November
01 Met with Gary Clark, RIBA re Sustainability

Andy

MacMillan

Memorial

Lecture by Ben Addy / Glasgow
24 Met with Student Societies
25 Met Max Wade, Ecology & Environmental

and

presented

at

the

IAA

Convention / Forres
11 Met with HES to discuss HES Grants
12 Attended the RIAS Planning Committee

for Culture, Tourism and External Affairs,

19 Met with Rab Bennetts and the Acting
Secretary regarding the Edinburgh Centre
20 Attended and presented an award at the

October
02 Chaired Tayside Design Now Conference /
Dundee
03 Hosted a Presidents Dinner for Convention
Speakers

Housing

2040

Exhibition

/

Glasgow

/ Glasgow
08 Attended

Management; Met with Cabinet Secretary
Fiona Hyslop with Acting Secretary

future collaborations and sponsorship
28 Sat on the panel for the Legal Advisor

the

Edinburgh
19 Attended

09 Attended a Scotland’s Policy Conference on
The future for Planning in Scotland

from

Glasgow
26 Met with WSP and RIAS colleagues to discuss

National Museum Scotland

11 Attended Cross Party Group on Architecture
13 Welcomed

22 Attended the GIA Dinner & Awards /

Scottish Awards for Quality in Planning
21 Attended SEDA’s Howard Liddell Memorial
Lecture
22 Met with Ian Gulland, Zero Waste Scotland

December
03 Sat on the panel for the Legal Advisor
Tender Interview
03 Met with Rab Bennetts and the Acting
Secretary regarding the Edinburgh Centre
05 RIBA Five Presidents’ Meeting / London
10 RIBA Council / London
12 RIAS Governance and Policy Committee
Carol-Ann Hildersley
Senior Manager: Secretary and Treasurer’s
Office

with the Acting Secretary / Stirling

Creating space for inspiring conversations
The new RIAS Strategy Creating Spaces for Inspiring Conversations was

Download strategy

launched by the President at the RIAS Convention in October 2019. At

www.rias.org.uk

the same time the President confirmed that the RIAS would play its part
in addressing the Climate Emergency, placing an even greater focus on
the decisions you make to influence and to help build more sustainable,
healthier and resilient communities.
The Strategy has been shaped by you and reflects the priorities voiced
by members last year. Its aim is to open up and widen dialogue with clients,
the public and other professionals. The strategy will be accompanied by
a membership toolkit that will help members to share their passion for
buildings and places with your communities across Scotland, which will
be launched in early 2020, alongside a strategic plan, RIAS Forward.
There has never been a more vital time for the RIAS and its members
to be active in Scotland’s conversation about architecture and the built
environment. RIAS members have a unique role to play by applying
their creativity and experience across Scotland to help individuals and
businesses to develop a higher quality, more sustainable built environment

SIGNAGE, GRAPHICS, EXHIBITIONS, VEHICLE WRAPPING, PRINTED WALLPAPERS, WINDOW MANIFESTATIONS,
DOOR PLAQUES, BUILDING WRAPS, PRINTED BANNERS, NEONS, LED’S & MUCH MORE ...
Head Oﬃce: 60 St John’s Road, Edinburgh, EH12 8AT 0131 337 1237 | Glasgow Oﬃce: Clyde Oﬃces, 48 West George Street, G2 1BP 0141 265 4120

that will stand the test of time.
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Chartered Architect
Membership

In su l a t i o n

Introducing Kingspan
426 Roofboard,
the first insulation board to feature Kingspan’s
technology.

Membership update
The following deaths
were reported with
regret:

Gareth Hutchison rias

Joseph Holland

Derek David Muir rias

Hannah Keane

Richard Pollock rias

Olga Kovakeva

William Amcotts rias
Robert (Bob) Ian Stewart
Anderson frias
Robert Donald

Jiva Krakower-Riley

Transfers to Retired
Fellow:
Gordon Anderson frias

Chalmers rias

Yoshou Li

RIAS Chapters

Yangjie Zhan

Aberdeen

Elections to
Chartered
Membership:

Dundee
Edinburgh
Glasgow

Bohai Lin

Sophia Anderson rias

Inverness

Chen Ji Long

Fiona Baxter rias riba

Stirling

Cormac Patrick Lunn

Christopher Berridge

Outwith

Edward (Ted) Cullinan

Reinstatements:

Yana Markos

rias

hon frias

Cameron Sinclair

Andrew McCluskie

Kevin Fitzpatrick rias

RIAS Membership

Krisztina McCulloch

Victoria Hennessy rias

Categories

Anderson frias

John Kiama Mvaa rias

Russell Muir

Fiona Natalie Nicole

Associate

William Hamilton rias

riba

Gergana Aleksandrova

Harvey rias

Graduates/ pre-part III

Charles Jencks hon

Bruce Duncan Kennedy

Negovanska

Sean Patrick Hynds rias

Affiliate

frias

rias riba

Koh Nouchi

riba

Interest in architectural

Trevor Bernard Mann

Brian Russell Kirk rias

Sissy O’Neil

Nicola Jackson rias riba

profession

Bernard D’Angelos

Brigit Clare Luffingham

Students

Ouattara

rias riba

Student of architecture

Eve Parsons

James Nelmes rias riba

Academic

Robert Ian Stewart

Malcolm

rias
Andrew Gordon Smith
frias riba

Elections to Affiliate
Membership:

John Thynne rias

James Catoe

Wesley Mellor Pattison

Bhavina Parmer rias

Architects working in full

James Salter Watson

Edward Brown

Florence Pond

riba

time education

rias

Sam Patterson

Pauline Godinho Ramos

William John Purdie

Chartered

Drew S Rumgay

rias

Fully qualified ARB

Shreya Singh

Hugh Ransom rias

Registered architects

Jamie Sim

Charles R Roe rias riba

Fellow

Sabina Smyk

Lewis Thomson rias

Highest level of RIAS

Jonathan Strachan

riba

Membership

Qinyi Sun

David Euan Urquhart

Hon Fellow

Seyedeh Rana

rias

Person of distinction

Tabatabaie

Fraser James Keith

nominated by the

Resignations:
Mary Carslaw
Hamish Fraser
William Mackintosh

Transferred from
Student to Associate
Membership:
Ewan Whittle

Jane Alison Rahil

Removals:

Elections to Student
Membership:

Ian Brash

Reece Adam

Runyu Wang

Watson rias riba

Incorporation’s members

Duncan Collin

Gideon Kurtz Black

Edith Waterman

Anya Wilson rias

Retired

Sirus Jafari-Sisi

Amelia Brown

Michael John Watt

Ho Chun Yau rias riba

Retired from architecture

John MacLean

Becky Button

Maria Sara Tan Yu Wen

Ruoyue Chen

Martin Zenon

Lee Hoi Ching (Kim)

Wendland

John C A Barr rias

Ecem Gidergi

Maria Julia Wolonciej

Brian Condon rias

Zeynep Gulen

Changhuan Xu

Alastair Gillies Galloway

James Edward Benedict

Yunfang Xu

Charlene Rankin

rias

Haynes

Yanqing Yang

Manager: Membership /

Stephen S Gordon rias

Zhuoning He

Hu Zeshen

RIAS Consultancy Support

Transfers to Retired:
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Raising roof performance to new heights
with Kingspan
426 Roofboard.
The innovative neo-thermoset insulant delivers excellent thermal
and fire performance, enhanced environmental credentials and is
backed by an extended warranty.

Further information on the Kingspan
range is available on:
+44 (0) 1544 388 601

and employment

426 Roofboard has been FM approved to
Kingspan
FM 4470 for use in buildings, such as Warehouses, where asset
protection is a key consideration.
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Find out more at: www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk/quadcore

info@kingspaninsulation.co.uk
www.kingspaninsulation.co.uk

Pembridge, Leominster, Herefordshire HR6 9LA, UK
Kingspan, QuadCore and the Lion Device are Registered Trademarks of the
Kingspan Group plc in the UK and other countries. All rights reserved.

®

#MoreWithQuadCore
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Obituaries

Obituaries

© Roddy May

Obituaries

feedback. He liked to refer to this

Ted Cullinan

anything

are individuals. Buildings are

sun, to the land and to natural

iterative way of working with his

without knowing what it was

composed as narrative journeys,

rhythms. He was as large in life

clients as ‘hypothesis and test’.

made of and how it should be

always

as the characters that adorn his

© Simon Warren

never

drew

context.

He began each project by

built, a discipline rooted in his

laboriously drawing out a grid

self-build houses in California and

of the site, a sort of meditative

then in England.

process

1931 to 2019

He

akin

to

digging

his

The

resulting

in

conversation

with

drawings, and as this or that

At weekends the whole circus

‘ism’ came and went, his vision

often moved to the rugged beauty

of expressive, low-energy, people-

architecture

of Gib Torr, his small holding in

centred architecture remained

expressive

garden, buying valuable thinking

integrated

the Peak District, an experimental

stubbornly consistent throughout

time as he sketched ideas in the

construction

layering

playground for all ages to dig,

50 years of practice.

margins. He would then draw

materials to weather naturally,

plant trees and build and drink

Roddy Langmuir

out a full scheme in plan, section

celebrating earth and sky… with

and have fun.

and

elevation,

an
logic,

acknowledging

grounded walls and flying eaves.

faults along the way, but getting

The whole and the detail were

spent exploring our megalithic

to the end of that iteration to

developed together. He imagined

heritage, to Orkney, to the West

learn everything he could before

complete

settings

of Ireland, to Wessex… Ted had

abandoning and moving on with

beautifully drawn out to describe

an affinity with ancient cultures,

a new idea.

the purpose of a design. People

with their connectedness to the

social

Annual

office

trips

were

Trevor Bernard Mann RIAS RIBA
15 June 1928 to 14 October 2019

Born in the Borough of Lewisham,

of the static testing site for the

liaising with private consultants

O’Groats ride. Whilst living in Old

South London, Trevor’s family

Blue

Eighteen

during the design of the RD57,

Windsor he was a member of

were evacuated to Old Windsor

months later he transferred to

a proposed maintenance base

the Wraysbury Skiff and Punting

in Berkshire for the duration of

Edinburgh in what was then

for Trident nuclear submarines,

Club achieving numerous wins

the Second World War. Trevor

the Ministry of Public Building

eventually abandoned in Rosyth

in double sculls in regattas on

attended

County

and Works, later becoming The

in favour of Devonport in the

the River Thames. He was a keen

Boy’s School and from the age

Property Services Agency. By 1979

South of England. Trevor retired

badminton and tennis player,

of 16 attended the School of

Trevor was the Director of Scottish

in June 1988.

was a member of Carrington

Architecture at The Polytechnic,

Services at the PSA.

Windsor

Streak

rocket.

Trevor’s main hobbies were

and Gogar Park Curling Clubs for

Regent Street, London, qualifying

With the PSA he was involved

music and sport. He played the

a number of years and was an

as an architect in 1950. Deferred

in a wide range of projects

recorder throughout his life and

active and loyal member of Braid

Ted Cullinan has died at the age of

members I thought it would be

experience in the office of his

reached consensus without the

National Service was spent as an

such as telephone exchanges, a

was a regular attender at the

Bowling Club from the 1980’s,

88, after a lifetime spent exploring

interesting to describe briefly Ted’s

life-long friend Denys Lasdun.

divisive act of voting; and design

engineer draughtsman in the

prison, the National Engineering

Edinburgh branch of the Society

serving the club as President in

humanist principles in the design

character through his working

In the heat of the 60’s cultural

disagreements were occasionally

Royal Engineers depot in Leicester.

Laboratory in East Kilbride, the

of Recorder Players. He also played

1985.

and making of buildings – a role

methods, from the perspective

revolution, Ted and his partners

settled by a short sumo bout.

Trevor joined the Ministry

National Galleries of Scotland,

principal oboe in the Edinburgh

he often described as that of a

of the practice Edward Cullinan

set out to work together more

continuous

of Works in Westminster in 1952

RAF Leuchars and the north-east

Corporation Staff Orchestra.

‘General Practitioner’. There have

Architects (now Cullinan Studio)

collaboratively:

cheques

consultation with clients before

and was transferred in 1957 to

wing extension of the museum

Trevor was a keen cyclist

in 1960, daughters Fiona and

been many obituaries that give

that he founded in 1965.

fee

Ted

practiced

Trevor is survived by his
wife Sheila, whom he married

were divided between partners

it had a name, always retaining

the remote area of Spadeadam in

in Chambers Street. The final four

and covered many miles on solo

Lesley, his brother Keith and three

a full description of his life and

Ted started the practice as a

only when they arrived in the

the responsibility to recompose

Cumberland where he was site

years of Trevor’s time in the PSA

cycling holidays in the UK, also

grandchildren.

influence, but here for the RIAS

cooperative in reaction to his

post (feast and famine!); they

schemes

architect during the construction

were spent at Rosyth Dockyard

completing the Land’s End to John

Obituary supplied by the family
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according

to

their
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Chartered Architect

Chartered Architect

Obituaries

Obituaries

Obituaries

Jencks went on to develop his

was fond of saying of his own

Maggie’s Centres mark a stark

In 1961, Jencks married Pamela

cosmic landform principles in

extraordinary home: “If you

contrast to most clinical hospital

Balding and they had two sons.

projects in Edinburgh, Milan, New

can’t take the kitsch, get out of

environments, providing warm,

They divorced in 1973, and his

York, Cambridge and Suncheon,

the kitchen.”

welcoming

South Korea.

Jencks’ most lasting physical

One of his biggest works was

legacy lies in the programme

homes-from-home

marriage to Maggie came five

for people living with cancer to

years later; they had two children,

receive support.

John and Lily, and she died in

Northumberlandia, aka the Lady

of

and

Drawing on Jencks’ extensive

1995. He is survived by his third

21 June 1939 to 13 October 2019

of the North, a huge effigy of a

uplifting cancer care centres

address book, the charity has seen

wife, Louisa Lane Fox, whom he

recumbent naked woman with

that he initiated with Maggie,

centres designed pro bono by,

married in 2006, and his four

34-metre-high

© Monica Pidgeon, RIBA Collections

Charles Jencks Hon FRIAS

building

beautiful

grassy

breasts.

when

diagnosed

among others, Frank Gehry, Zaha

children..

landscape

designs

with terminal cancer in 1993.

Hadid and Rem Koolhaas, each

Extracted from the obituary by

were dismissed by some as cod-

Now

time rethinking what a medical

Oliver Wainwright, Architecture

scientific kitsch, but, as Jencks

across the UK and abroad, the

environment might be.

and Design Critic, The Guardian

His

outré

she

was

counting

24

locations

Roy Martin QC Hon FRIAS
31 July 1950 to 26 August 2019

Robert (Roy) Martin QC has passed

experience well – it was always

was a member of the Bar of

Roy had so many interests,

away at the age of 69. The RIAS

intense,

enjoyable

Northern Ireland and the Bar

but he had a passion for modern

was shocked to hear of the death

and a learning experience –

of New South Wales. Among

architecture; many members of

of Roy, an Honorary Fellow of the

often for the client as well as

Roy’s many appointments were

the RIAS who will have enjoyed

Incorporation since 2009.

the professional advisors. Roy

Judge of the Courts of Appeal of

how animated he would become

Roy was the former Dean of

had the wonderful ability to cut

Jersey and Guernsey, advocate-

when talking about his love

the Faculty of Advocates and one

through the multitude of issues in

depute, member of the Judicial

of the architecture of Chicago.

of the few counsel to attain the

a case and get to the nub of the

Appointments Board for Scotland,

They will also recall his talent to

distinction of Queen’s Counsel

argument and pin point exactly

chairman

Appeals

relay wonderful, often humorous

in both Scotland and England &

where something would turn.

Tribunal and honorary professor

stories of his cases. We remember

of the University, Glasgow School

Roy as Lord Woolman did in his

of Law.

words at the memorial and think

Wales. He became a double silk
in 2008.
Born in Baltimore, Maryland,

the radical modernist historian

Charles was the son of Gardner

Reyner Banham.

thorough,

Robert Roy Logan Martin
was born in Glasgow, the son of

of

Police

He was recognised as one of

Robert and Dr. Janet Martin. He

Roy’s close friend of many

of the essential qualities that

His stucco-fronted house in

when he designed the garden of

the leading silks at the Scottish

was educated at Paisley Grammar

years, Lord Woolman, spoke in

were quintessentially Roy – he

Holland Park, London, became a

his family home in Dumfriesshire,

Bar with a reputation as ‘The’

School

University,

great terms of him at his memorial

was intrepid, independent and

and

the

Jencks, a pianist and composer,

While most known for his

riotous living monument to his

Scotland, with his second wife,

authority

Glasgow and was a solicitor for

service: of his brilliant legal brain,

always chivalrous. His input into

and his wife, Ruth (nee DeWitt

writing, Jencks had a parallel

theories, adapted over the years

Maggie Keswick, an expert in

and

and

three years before being admitted

powerful and independent mind,

the work of the incorporation was

Pearl). He received his bachelor’s

career

the

in collaboration with postmodern

Chinese gardens.

Commercial Dispute Resolution,

to the Faculty in 1976. He took silk

his fairness, honour and integrity.

always valued.

degree in English literature at

combining of multiple roles being

architects such as Terry Farrell

Beginning in the 1980s, the

Real

in 1988.

He was always polite, always

Roy is survived by his wife

Harvard University (1961), followed

itself part of his postmodern

and Michael Graves and the

Garden of Cosmic Speculation

Pensions. He was essentially the

Roy was elected Vice-Dean

impeccably dressed and had such

Fiona and their children Rory,

by a master’s in architecture from

agenda. His first built structure

sculptors Celia Scott and Eduardo

was conceived as a microcosm

‘go-to’ person on all matters

in 2001 and held the post until

a distinguished sense of style.

Camilla and Phoebe and his sister

the Harvard Graduate School

was a small studio in the woods

Paolozzi.

of

dizzying

relating to Planning and many

2004 when he succeeded Colin

His great love of classic cars and

Candy.

of Design (1965), after which he

of his family home in Cape Cod,

Jencks’ keen interest in the

place of spiralling mounds, zig-

RIAS members will have worked

Campbell QC, (Lord Malcolm)

his delight in owning an Aston

Obituary by Suzanne McIntosh

moved to the UK. He studied for

which he called the Garagia

larger forces of cosmology found

zagging staircases, and distorted

with

the

and served as Dean until 2007. He

Martin and Porsche 911 were also

MRTPI Hon FRIAS

a PhD in architectural history at

Rotunda.

its greatest expression in his

chequerboard

that

pleasure of working with him

was also the founding chairman

spoken of.

landscape projects, which began

ramble their way across 30 acres.

many times and remember each

of Terra Firma Chambers. He

University College London under

94

as

a

designer,
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universe,

a

terraces
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Frank Sproson FRIAS
Anthony Wheeler (left) and Frank Sproson (right) © Scottish Field

19 November 1919 to 11 August 2019

Burslem School of Art in 1939. A

Maurice Taylor, who recommend-

Fife had twenty-five burghs,

advice and calm him down: they

peacetime territorial, his war be-

ed Frank to Tony as a potential

and its Council, responsible for

complemented each other very

gan in France in August 1939 as

partner. In 1951 Frank and Tony

implementing the plan and pro-

well.’ Local government reorgan-

a North Staffordshire Royal En-

left their New Town posts; Frank

viding new homes, lacked capac-

isation in 1976 was, Sproson ex-

gineer at Dunkirk, serving after-

returned briefly to Fife County

ity to design and build. Wheeler

plained, ‘a big blow for us’, as the

wards in North Africa. Whilst bil-

Council as a senior assistant in the

& Sproson found themselves in-

burghs were incorporated into

leted in Alyth in 1942 he met his

new school department section,

creasingly

districts and in-house architect

future wife Jean Alexander. They

designing phase one of Auchmu-

while frequently competing with

married in 1949.

ty High School, Glenrothes (1954-

developers such as Wimpey.

Frank learned life-drawing
from Alberto Morocco at Aber-

57) and assisting with Kirkcaldy
High School (1958).

winning

contracts,

departments expanded.
Frank was fundamental to the

In the 1990s, I interviewed

success of this impressive partner-

both architects plus numerous

ship which exploited the unique

deen’s School of Art in 1946-8,

Both the 1946 Fife Looks

of their contacts. In retirement,

planning and architectural op-

completing his Architecture di-

Ahead and Frank Mears’ 1946-

Frank reflected on his and Tony’s

portunity in post-war Fife, and his

ploma in 1949. He shared ‘digs’

8 Regional Plan for Central and

‘shared view’ on architecture, ex-

practice enjoyed 20 years of dom-

with Alberto, who in 1961 painted

South East Scotland provided an

plaining how partnerships were

inance in housing design. In 1956

a mural for Wheeler and Sproson’s

opportunity which in 1954 was

‘just like marriages!’ Clients re-

Robert Hurd heralded their new

pioneering St Columba’s Parish

grasped by the new practice of

called a ‘good match’, with Frank

work as ‘an honest attempt to de-

Church in Glenrothes (1958-61).

Wheeler & Sproson. Slum-clear-

as ‘solid’, ‘approachable’ and ‘re-

velop the Scottish tradition’.

Also at Glenrothes, in 1950, Frank

ance within Fife’s historic burghs

sponsible for the stability of the

Obituary supplied by Dianne

and Tony briefly shared an office

was complemented by new hous-

office’: in contrast with the driven

Watters

in the New Town Development

ing, designed to harmonise with

‘flamboyant’ and ‘arty’ Tony. One

Corporation. Frank had previous-

the old, and restoring historic

burgh engineer recalled ‘Sproson

ly been an architectural assistant

buildings as homes.

would look at some of the ideas

with Fife County, under planner

of Wheeler’s and give technical

James Salter Watson RIAS RIBA
11 April 1940 to 15 August 2019

James

Cheshire-born

born

in

Forres,

LDC, he worked on a variety of

Watson, who took over in 2004,

Morayshire, spending the first

housing and industrial projects

following James’ retirement.

six years of his life in Cellardyke,

as well as part-time study at

As a workaholic, James failed

his wife June, daughter Mandy

Fife, before returning to Forres.

Glasgow School of Art; achieving

to retire completely, undertaking

and son John, who continues

RIBA membership in 1979.

James died suddenly, after a
short illness and is survived by

educated,

By the mid-1970s the firm had

The firm’s housing design,

management, and technical as-

His

major renovations to his own

his legacy at the practice in

Frank Sproson began his architec-

an Edinburgh office and 40 staff.

spanning over a quarter-century,

pects of often complex projects.

recognised

encouraged

In 1990, James took voluntary

property in Burghead, Moray.

Midcalder.

tural career in public practice in

Redevelopment within Lothian

won 22 Saltire Housing awards

Frank remained in Fife, designing

at Forres Academy and he first

redundancy from LDC as an

However, he did find time to

In tribute to James, the family

Fife in 1948. In 1954, he and Tony

followed (Dunbar, Broxburn and

and 12 Civic trust awards. the

the St Andrews family home in

worked as a draftsman at Allister

opportunity

the

pursue two of his life’s passions:

and Burghead Art Club will hold

Wheeler established Wheeler and

Grangemouth),

university

key projects being Burntisland,

1957, and retiring in 1982.

J Morrison and Co. in Elgin from

James S Watson practice, based

researching his Fife fisher ancestry

an exhibition of James’ drawings

Sproson, Architects in Kirkcaldy.

campuses (notably the Hunter

Lochgelly, Dysart, Cowdenbeath,

Frank was born in 1919 (as was

1959 to 1964.

in Livingston and later Midcalder.

and developing his skills as an

and paintings in Burghead from

By the mid-1960s, they dominated

Building, Edinburgh College of

Old Buckhaven, and Kinghorn.

Tony), and had his architectur-

Following marriage to June in

The practice was responsible for a

artist at courses in Edinburgh

10th to 13th April 2020.

site-sensitive redevelopment pub-

Art). But the practice’s chief ar-

Frank’s 28-year partnership and

al training disrupted by the war.

1964, the couple moved south for

range of domestic, industrial and

College of Art and Patriothall. He

Obituary supplied by the family

lic housing in Fife’s historic coast-

chitectural legacy remains its

lifelong friendship with Tony was

Aged 18, he was an articled (1938-

James to take up an architectural

commercial projects, throughout

continued his artistic endeavours

al burghs.

pioneering modern movement

central to the firm’s success. His

9) to Walter Marsh of Congleton,

draftsman post with Livingston

the UK. As the business expanded,

in Moray, when he finally retired

architecture and planning in Fife.

skills steered the firm’s business,

completing part-time studies at

Development

James was joined by his son, John

to live in Burghead.
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Contacting RIAS
Donald McInnes FRIAS FRIBA

By telephone

By fax

By email

By post

1932 to 21 April 2019

+44 (0) 131 229 7545

+44 (0) 131 228 2188

info@rias.org.uk

15 Rutland Square, Edinburgh EH1 2BE

Senior Management

Donald McInnes was born in

While working at Wheeler

was also involved in a variety of

He will be remembered for

Markinch, Fife and educated at

and Sproson, he was involved

commercial projects including

his great artistic skills, for his

Bell Baxter High School, Cupar

in a number of award-winning

listed building consent for the

personality and his sense of

where he was awarded Dux in

housing projects in the East

conversion of Houstoun House

humour. He will be very much

Art and from there, he went on

Neuk of Fife together with larger

Hotel which won a Civic Trust

missed by the group from college

to study at Edinburgh College

housing

Award

days who met regularly for lunch

Karen Stevenson

Carol-Ann Hildersley

Louise McLeod

Maryse Richardson

of Art, School of Architecture.

Central Scotland.

over many years.

Acting Secretary

Senior Manager: Secretary’s Office

Senior Manager: Finance and

Senior Manager: Practice

karen.stevenson@rias.org.uk

childersley@rias.org.uk

Administration

mrichardson@rias.org.uk

projects

throughout

for

its

outstanding

contribution to the quality and

On graduation in 1955 Don was

He then left the partnership

required to carry out his National

in 1975 with the intention of

Don was a Past President

Service and it was during this

setting up his own practice but

of the Edinburgh Architectural

by his three grandchildren.

time that he married Muriel.

was pleased to be invited to join

Association.

Obituary by Ron Jamieson FRIAS

On completion of his National

T. Harley Haddow in Edinburgh as

Service, they set up home in

a partner.

appearance of the environment.

He

lost

Muriel

to

breast

He is survived by Val, his son
George, his daughter Sheila and

and the family

lmcleod@rias.org.uk

Staff

cancer in 1996, just a year into

Hounslow before returning to

He contributed to the success

his retirement. His enjoyment of

Scotland where he joined the

of the partnership with a broad

painting helped him fill his time

Kirkcaldy practice of Wheeler

portfolio

including

and it was on a painting holiday

and Sproson and he subsequently

churches, hospitals, schools and

that he met his second wife, Val

Marjorie Appleton frias

Jennifer Bamford

Stuart Bryce

Clare Cavanagh

Elaine Dobie

became a partner.

housing throughout Scotland. He

whom he married in 2005.

Practice Services Consultant

Archive/Secretary’s Office

Manager: Bookshop / Design

Receptionist / Bookshop

Practice Administrator

p/t

Assistant p/t

Certification Schemes

Assistant p/t

edobie@rias.org.uk

mappleton@rias.org.uk

jennifer.bamford@rias.org.uk

Administrator

reception@rias.org.uk

of

work

bookshop@rias.org.uk

Matthew Dudgeon Jack RIAS
9 July 1932 to 9 March 2019

Maureen Johnstone

Veronica Low

Janet Nixon

Charlene Rankin

Joanna Robson

Senior Finance and

Manager: Commercial

Manager: SBCC p/t

Manager: Membership /

Administration Assistant p/t

Administration Assistant

vlow@rias.org.uk

info@sbcconline.com

RIAS Consultancy Support

joanna.robson@rias.org.uk

mjohnstone@rias.org.uk

Matthew Jack was born in 1932 and

career working in the municipal

everything from public toilets

educated at Dollar Academy. After

sector, for Stirling District Council

to schools. Indeed, he met my

1996.

National Service in the RAF, he

and Central Region. He had a

mother, who was a Sanitary

Obituary supplied by his daughter,

studied at Duncan of Jordanstone

particular interest in fire brigade

Health Inspector for the Council,

Alison Jack

School of Art. He spent his whole

station design, but he dealt with

while they were both visiting the
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crankin@rias.org.uk

site of a public toilet. He retired in
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Gemma Sinclair

Lorraine Sutherland

Events and Communications

Senior Receptionist /

Co-ordinator

Bookshop Assistant p/t

gemma.sinclair@rias.org.uk

reception@rias.org.uk
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